
 

 
 

 

 

 
Notice of Meeting and Agenda 
Renfrewshire Health and Social Care Integration Joint 
Board 

 
Date Time Venue 

Friday, 16 September 2016 09:30 Abercorn Conference Centre, Renfrew 
Road, Paisley, PA3 4DR 

    
    
    

   

 
Membership 
 
Councillor Iain McMillan: Councillor Derek Bibby: Councillor Jacqueline 
Henry: Councillor Michael Holmes: Dr Donny Lyons: Morag Brown: John 
Legg: Dorothy McErlean: Karen Jarvis: Alex Thom: Liz Snodgrass: David 
Wylie: Alan McNiven: Helen McAleer: Stephen Cruickshank: John Boylan: 
Graham Capstick: David Leese: Sarah Lavers: Peter Macleod. 
  
Councillor Iain McMillan (Chair) and Donny Lyons (Vice Chair)  
 
 

 

  

 
Membership 
 

  
 
Further Information 
 
This is a meeting which is open to members of the public.  
 
A copy of the agenda and reports for this meeting will be available for inspection prior to the 
meeting at the Customer Service Centre, Renfrewshire House, Cotton Street, Paisley and online 
at www.renfrewshire.cmis.uk.com/renfrewshire/CouncilandBoards.aspx 
 
For further information, please either email 
democratic-services@renfrewshire.gov.uk or telephone 0141 618 7112. 
 

 

KENNETH GRAHAM 
Clerk 
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Members of the Press and Public 
 
Members of the press and public wishing to attend the meeting should report to reception where 
they will be met and directed to the meeting. 
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Items of business    

  
 

 

      Apologies 
 
Apologies from members. 
 

  

  

      Declarations of Interest 
 
Members are asked to declare an interest in any item(s) on the agenda 
and to provide a brief explanation of the nature of the interest. 
 

  

  

1 Minute 
 
Minute of meeting of the Integration Joint Board held on 24 June 2016. 
 

  

5 - 18 

2 Chairman's Update 
 
Report by Chair. 
 

  

19 - 22 

3 Changes to Integration Joint Board Membership and 
Integration Joint Board Development Sessions 2016/17 
 
Report by Head of Administration, Renfrewshire Health & Social Care 
Partnership. 
 

  

23 - 24 

4 Carer Champion 
 
Report by Chief Officer. 
 

  

25 - 28 

5 Financial Report 1 April to 31 July 2016 
 
Report by Chief Finance Officer. 
 

  

29 - 96 

6 Audited Annual Accounts 2015/16 
 
Report by Chief Finance Officer.  (available in the meeting documents 
section below) 
 

  

  

7 Renfrewshire Health & Social Care Partnership 
Performance Management Exception Report 
 
Report by Chief Officer. 
 

  

97 - 108 

8 GP Cluster Working and New GP Contract Arrangements 
 
Report by Chief Officer. 
 

  

109 - 122 
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9 Strategic Planning in Renfrewshire Health & Social Care 
Partnership 
 
Report by Chief Officer. 
 

  

123 - 140 

10 Quality, Care and Professional Guidance Framework - 
Update 
 
Report by Chief Officer. 
 

  

141 - 164 

11 Date of Next Meeting 
 
Note that the next meeting of the Integration Joint Board will be held at 
9.30 am on 25 November 2016 in the Council Chamber, Renfrewshire 
House, Cotton Street, Paisley. 
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Minute of Meeting 
Renfrewshire Health and Social Care Integration Joint 
Board 
 
Date Time Venue 

Friday, 24 June 2016 12:30 Abercorn Conference Centre, Renfrew 
Road, Paisley, PA3 4DR 

 
  
PRESENT 
 
Councillors Iain McMillan, Derek Bibby, Jacqueline Henry and Michael Holmes (all 
Renfrewshire Council); Donny Lyons, John Brown, Donald Sime and Morag Brown (all 
Greater Glasgow & Clyde Health Board); Karen Jarvis (Registered Nurse); Stephen 
McLaughlin (Registered Medical Practitioner (GP)), Alex Thom (Registered Medical 
Practitioner (non-GP)); Liz Snodgrass (Council staff member involved in service provision); 
Alan McNiven (third sector representative); Helen McAleer (unpaid carer residing in 
Renfrewshire); John Boylan (trade union representative for Council staff); Graham Capstick 
(trade union representative for Health Board staff); and David Leese, Chief Officer and 
Sarah Lavers, Chief Finance Officer (both Renfrewshire Health and Social Care 
Partnership). 
 

 
CHAIR 
 
Councillor Iain McMillan, Chair, presided. 
 

 
IN ATTENDANCE 
 
Ken Graham, Head of Corporate Governance (Clerk), Scott McNeill, Service Manager 
(Care at Home) and Elaine Currie, Senior Committee Services Officer (all Renfrewshire 
Council); Fiona Mackay, Head of Planning & Health Improvement, Katrina Philips, Head of 
Mental Health, Addictions and Learning Disability Services, J Still, Head of Administration 
and J Higgins, Health and Social Care Integration Project Officer (all Renfrewshire Health 
and Social Care Partnership). 
 

 
APOLOGIES 
 
David Wylie (Health Board staff member involved in service provision); Stephen 
Cruickshank (service user residing in Renfrewshire) and Peter Macleod, Chief Social Work 
Officer (Renfrewshire Council). 
 

 
  

Item 1
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DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
Helen McAleer declared an interest in relation to item 12 of the agenda as Greensyde 
Carers had submitted an application for funding.  She did not consider it necessary to 
leave the meeting. 
  
Alan McNiven declared an interest in relation to item 12 of the agenda as Engage had 
submitted an application for funding.  He did not consider it necessary to leave the 
meeting. 
 

 
 
      

 
CHAIRMAN'S UPDATE 
 
Councillor McMillan advised that since the last meeting of the IJB he had visited 
Renfrew Health Centre, Aranthrue Health Centre, Foxbar Health Centre and the 
Carers’ Centre.  He had also attended a meeting of the GP Forum.  He advised that 
he was impressed by the work being carried out in the community with staff assisting 
service users with various problems. Further that David Leese, Chief Officer, kept him 
up-to-date with the progress being made on matters concerning the IJB at weekly 
meetings. 
  
Councillor McMillan further advised that he had written to the Cabinet Secretary for 
Health and Sport, Shona Robison MSP expressing concern about the Health Board’s 
financial contributions to the IJB and a copy of her response dated 23 June 2016 was 
tabled. 
 

 
 
1 

 
MINUTE 
 
The Minute of meeting of the Integration Joint Board (IJB) held on 18 March 2016 was 
submitted.   
  
DECIDED: That the Minute be approved. 
 

 
 
2 

 
UNAUDITED ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2015/16 
 
The Chief Finance Officer submitted a report relative to the unaudited annual 
accounts for the IJB for 2015/16, a copy of which formed the appendix to the report. 
  
The report intimated that the annual accounts fully complied with International 
Financial Reporting Standards and would be submitted for audit by the statutory 
deadline of 30 June 2016.  The Auditor planned to complete the audit process by 
early September 2016 and the report on the accounts would be made available to 
members and submitted to a future meeting of the IJB Audit Committee for 
consideration. 
  
A summary of the total costs attributable to the IJB in its shadow year 2015/16 was 
detailed on page 12 of the accounts.  As no services were delegated to the IJB in 
2015/16 these costs related to the Chief Officer, Chief Finance Officer and Strategic 
Plan. 
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DECIDED: 
  
(a) That, subject to audit, the unaudited annual accounts 2015/16 be approved; and 
  
(b) That it be noted that the Auditor planned to complete the audit of the accounts by 
early September 2016 and that the report would be made available to members and 
submitted to a future meeting of the IJB Audit Committee for detailed consideration. 
 

 
 
3 

 
FINANCIAL REPORT 1 APRIL 2015 TO 31 MARCH 2016 
 
The Chief Finance Officer submitted a report relative to the revenue and capital 
budget year-end position for the Health and Social Care Partnership (HSCP) for the 
2015/16 financial year. 
  
It was proposed that a report be submitted to the next meeting of the IJB to be held on 
16 September 2016 relative to the underspend within Children’s Health Services 
addressing the general nursing underspends within the specialist Panda Service; 
ongoing recruitment issues for psychologists within the Children and Adolescent 
Mental Health Services (CAMHS); and what was being done at a national level and 
Greater Glasgow and Clyde level around the problems associated with recruitment in 
the Psychology service. This was agreed. 
  
DECIDED: 
  
(a) That the year-end position for the Health and Social Care Partnership be noted; 
and 
  
(b) That a report be submitted to the next meeting of the IJB to be held on 16 
September 2016 relative to the underspend within Children’s Health Services 
addressing the general nursing underspends within the specialist Panda Service; 
ongoing recruitment issues for psychologists within the Children and Adolescent 
Mental Health Services (CAMHS); and what was being done at a national level and 
Greater Glasgow and Clyde level around the problems associated with recruitment in 
the Psychology service.  
 

 
 
4 

 
RENFREWSHIRE INTEGRATION JOINT BOARD RESERVES POLICY 
 
Under reference to item 3 of the Minute of the meeting of this Joint Board held on 18 
March 2016 the Chief Finance Officer submitted a report relative to the Renfrewshire 
IJB Reserves Policy, a copy of which formed the appendix to the report. 
  
The report intimated that the policy explained the purpose of holding a reserve; 
identified the principles to be employed by the IJB in assessing the adequacy of the 
reserves; detailed the role of the Chief Finance Officer with regards to reserves; 
indicated how frequently the reserves would be reviewed and the optimum level of 
reserves the IJB would aim to hold and set out arrangements relating to the creation, 
amendment and use of the reserves and balances. 
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Section 106 of the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973 as amended, empowered 
the IJB to hold reserves which must be accounted for in the financial accounts.  The 
IJB was entitled to hold reserves in order to meet the needs of the HSCP.  As the IJB 
did not have any capital assets of its own it could only currently hold two types of 
reserves, a General Reserves and a Renewal and Repair Reserves. This position 
would change if the IJB held capital assets in the future. 
  
The Chief Finance Officer was responsible for advising on the targeted optimum 
levels of reserves the IJB would aim to hold.  Based on this advice, the IJB would 
approve the appropriate reserve as part of the annual budget setting process, 
depending on the level of resources available.  In determining the level of reserves to 
be held, the Chief Finance Officer must take into account the strategic, operational 
and financial risks facing the IJB over the medium term and the IJB’s overall approach 
to risk management.  In light of the size and scale of the IJB’s responsibilities, over 
the medium term the level of general reserves proposed was a maximum of 2% of the 
net budget of the IJB, depending on the year-end position and ability at that time to 
transfer monies into a reserve for future use.   
  
The report proposed that authority for the use of IJB reserve funds up to a maximum 
of £500,000 be delegated to the Chief Finance Officer, in consultation with the Chief 
Officer, Chair or Vice-chair of the IJB.  The use of each reserve would be reported to 
the next meeting of the IJB together with a description of the analysis and 
determination of the use of funds and where possible plans for replenishment to 
restore the level of reserves. 
  
DECIDED: 
  
(a) That the Renfrewshire IJB Reserves Policy, which formed the appendix to the 
report, be approved; 
  
(b) That in the medium term, IJB reserves be set at a maximum limit of 2% of the net 
budget of the IJB and that the value of reserves be reviewed annually as part of the 
IJB budget and strategic plan and depending on the financial environment at that 
time; 
  
(c) That authority for the use of IJB reserve funds up to a maximum of £500,000 be 
delegated to the Chief Finance Officer, in consultation with the Chief Officer and Chair 
and Vice-chair of the IJB; and 
  
(d) That it be noted that the Chief Finance Officer would report the use of each 
reserve to the following meeting of the IJB accompanied by a description of the 
analysis and determination of the use of funds and where possible plans for 
replenishment to restore the level of reserves. 
 

 
 
5 

 
RENFREWSHIRE HSCP PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT REPORT 2015/16 
 
Under reference to item 5 of the Minute of the meeting of this Joint Board held on 18 
March 2016 the Chief Officer submitted a report relative to the Renfrewshire HSCP 
Performance Management Report 2015/16. 
  
The report intimated that a performance framework was required to ensure that the 
HSCP operated with informed, effective and efficient management of services and to 
provide a coherent picture of the outcomes achieved by the HSCP. 
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The report provided a final update on performance agreed at the meeting of the Joint 
Board held on 18 September 2015.  A summary of performance progress against the 
nine national outcomes formed Appendix 1 to the report; a quarter four update on the 
agreed performance scorecard for 2015/16 formed Appendix 2 to the report and 
performance exception reports for all indicators which showed a red status formed 
Appendix 3 to the report.   
  
The report detailed a proposed Performance Management Framework for 2016/17 
which had been informed by Scottish Government guidance published in March 2016 
and the views of IJB members and HSCP managers from the development session 
held on 12 May 2016. 
  
It was proposed that the next update report contain information in relation to the 
following actions: HSCP/AS/AS/19 -  number of carers’ assessments completed for 
adults (18+); HSCP/AS/AS/20 - number of carers’ assessments received for adults 
(18+); HSCP/AS/OT01 - percentage of clients on the OT waiting list allocated a 
worker within four weeks (Social Work only); HSCP/AS/OT04 - the average number of 
clients on the Occupational Therapy waiting list; CHP/CF/DD/01 - number of acute 
bed days lost to delayed discharges (including AWI);  CHP/CD/DD/02 - number of 
acute bed days lost to delayed discharges for Adults with Incapacity; and 
HSCP/CS/H&S/01 - percentage of staff with completed Knowledge Skills 
Framework/Personal Development Plan (eKSF/PDP).  This was agreed. 
  
DECIDED: 
  
(a) That the quarter four update on the 2015/16 performance scorecard, which formed 
Appendix 2 to the report, be noted; 
  
(b) That it be noted that the indicators in the scorecard were reported at a number of 
frequencies and that information might not always be available at the end of a 
reporting period; 
  
(c) That the 2016/17 Performance Management Framework, as detailed in the report, 
be noted; and 
  
(d) That the next update report contain information in relation to the following actions: 
  
HSCP/AS/AS/19 - number of carers’ assessments completed for adults (18+); 
  
HSCP/AS/AS/20 - number of carers’ assessments received for adults (18+); 
  
HSCP/AS/OT01 - percentage of clients on the OT waiting list allocated a worker 
within four weeks (Social Work only); 
  
HSCP/AS/OT04 - the average number of clients on the Occupational Therapy waiting 
list; 
  
CHP/CF/DD/01 - number of acute bed days lost to delayed discharges (including 
AWI); 
  
CHP/CD/DD/02 - number of acute bed days lost to delayed discharges for Adults with 
Incapacity; and 
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HSCP/CS/H&S/01 - percentage of staff with completed Knowledge Skills 
Framework/Personal Development Plan (eKSF/PDP).    
 

 
 
6 

 
2016/17 CHANGE AND IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME 
 
The Chief Officer submitted a report confirming that, in line with the Public Bodies 
(Joint Working) (Scotland) Act, all the necessary processes, policies and plans were 
now in place to allow the formal closure of the 2015/16 Change and Improvement 
Programme. 
  
The report intimated that with the exception of approving the IJB’s 2016/19 Strategic 
Plan and 2016/17 Financial Plan, the 2015/16 Change and Improvement Programme 
had now been successfully delivered.  The report proposed that the IJB agree the 
formal closure of this programme and that approval of the final Strategic and Financial 
Plans be carried forward into the 2016/17 work programme. 
  
The report provided an overview of the HSCP 2016/17 Change and Improvement 
Programme which would deliver the in-year financial savings and pressure mitigation 
measures through more sustainable service delivery models, ensuring resources 
were focused on areas of greatest need and deliver the best outcomes for service 
users and establish a health and social care service which was managed and 
delivered through a single organisational model in order to optimise the benefits which 
could be derived from integration. The 2016/17 Change and Improvement Programme 
formed Appendix 2 to the report. 
  
As the health budget to be delegated to the IJB had still to be finalised, the current 
programme of work did not take into account any further NHSGG&C saving targets 
beyond those already agreed that would need to be delivered during 2016/17 or future 
year targets from both parent organisations.  Once the IJB’s budget was finalised the 
Chief Officer would advise the IJB of the operational implications of any viable, 
deliverable and agreed health savings and the impact to current service delivery and 
performance levels.  An updated 2016/17 Change and Improvement Programme 
would then be submitted to the IJB in line with the final 2016/19 Strategic Plan and 
2016/17 integrated budget. 
  
The 2016/17 Change and Improvement Programme would address a number of 
prioritised areas which would enable the IJB to mitigate a number of the key 
demographic and financial pressures identified within social care and these were 
detailed in the report.  These prioritised areas reflected the national policy direction to 
shift the balance of care, promote independent living and ensure person-centred 
care.  The service reviews would critically appraise and challenge current models of 
service delivery to ensure resources were focused on greatest need delivering the 
best outcomes for service-users.  The findings of these reviews and supporting 
recommendations would be submitted to the IJB for consideration and direction. 
  
The report detailed the work to be undertaken in order to optimise integrated working 
and the programme governance and delivery model arrangements.  The Chief Officer 
advised that he would submit a report to the next meeting of the IJB to be held on 16 
September 2016 relative to what was being done to embed a new level of 
engagement and culture within the HSCP. 
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Following a discussion on issues arising from the health budget delegation for the IJB 
not being finalised, the report was approved. 
  
DECIDED: 
  
(a) That the formal closure of the 2015/16 Change and Improvement Programme, 
which formed Appendix 1 to the report, be approved; 
  
(b) That it be agreed that approval of the final 2016/19 Strategic Plan and 2016/17 
Financial Plan would be carried forward into the 2016/17 work programme; 
  
(c) That the 2016/17 Change and Improvement Programme, which formed Appendix 
2 to the report, be approved and that it be noted that this would be subject to further 
review once the IJB’s final 2016/19 Strategic Plan and 2016/17 integrated budget 
were finalised; 
  
(d) That it be noted that the Chief Officer would submit regular reports to the IJB on 
the progress of the 2016/17 work programme; 
  
(e) That it be noted that the findings of service reviews and supporting 
recommendations would be submitted to the IJB for consideration and direction; and  
  
(f)That the Chief Officer submit a report to the next meeting of the IJB to be held on 
16 September 2016 relative to what was being done to embed a new level of 
engagement and culture with the HSCP. 
 

 
 
7 

 
APPROVAL OF CODE OF CONDUCT AND APPOINTMENT OF STANDARDS 
OFFICER 
 
The Chief Officer and the Clerk submitted a joint report relative to the approval of a 
Code of Conduct and the appointment of a Standards Officer for the IJB. 
  
The report intimated that as a devolved body, the IJB was required to produce a Code 
of Conduct setting out how members should conduct themselves in undertaking their 
duties.  The Scottish Government had produced a model Code of Conduct for use by 
IJBs, a copy of which formed Appendix 1 to the report, and the report proposed that 
Renfrewshire IJB adopted the model code. 
  
The IJB was also required to appoint a Standards Officer and at the meeting of this 
Joint Board held on 18 March 2016 the IJB agreed that Renfrewshire Council’s Head 
of Corporate Governance would perform the role of Standards Officer, subject to 
approval by the Standards Commission for Scotland.  The required approval had now 
been received and a copy of the letter from the Standards Commission for Scotland 
formed Appendix 2 to the report. 
  
One of the duties of the Standards Officer was to maintain a register of interests of 
members of the IJB.  This would be a separate register from the ones members would 
have with their constituent authorities and the report set out the arrangements for the 
register of interests. 
  
It was proposed that the non-voting members should also complete the register of 
interests. 
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DECIDED: 
  
(a) That the model Code of Conduct, which formed Appendix 1 to the report, be 
approved for adoption by the IJB; 
  
(b) That it be noted that the Standards Commission for Scotland had approved the 
appointment of Renfrewshire Council’s Head of Corporate Governance as the 
Standards Officer for the IJB; 
  
(c) That the arrangements, as set out in section 6 of the report, for the establishment 
and maintenance of a register of interests for members of the IJB be noted; and 
  
(d) That the non-voting members of the IJB should also complete the register of 
interests. 
 

 
 
8 

 
CARER CHAMPION 
 
The Chief Officer submitted a report relative to the establishment of the role of Carer 
Champion for Renfrewshire. 
  
The report intimated that Renfrewshire HSCP acknowledged the significant role 
carers played and recognised them as partners in the delivery of care.  Supporting 
carers was a key priority at a local and national level.  The recent Scotland’s Carers 
publication noted that 17,760 people in Renfrewshire identified themselves as carers. 
  
Renfrewshire’s Carer Strategy 2013/16 recognised the good work and the support 
available locally to support carers in their caring role but acknowledged that more 
needed to be done.  The establishment of the role of Carer Champion for 
Renfrewshire would provide a focus for promoting the carer agenda which would be 
set out in the new Renfrewshire Carer Strategy. 
  
It was proposed that consideration of this report be continued to a future meeting of 
the IJB and this was agreed. 
  
DECIDED: That consideration of the report be continued to a future meeting of the 
IJB. 
 

 
 
9 

 
CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE (SCOTLAND) ACT 2014 - GETTING IT RIGHT 
FOR EVERY CHILD 
 
The Chief Officer submitted a report relative to Parts 4, 5 and 18 of the Children and 
Young People (Scotland) Act 2014 – Getting it Right for Every Child (GIRFEC). 
  
The report detailed the progress made within Renfrewshire to comply with the legal 
duties under those Parts of the Act by 31 August 2016 and in particular in relation to a 
Named Person made available to every child 0 to 18 years (and beyond if still in 
school); the legal requirement to share information with the Named Person as 
appropriate; and a single system for assessment and planning through a Child’s Plan. 
  
The report intimated that the duties in the Act fell on organisations and not on 
individual members of staff, however, the duties would require to be carried out by 
practitioners delivering services on behalf of the relevant organisation. 
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It was proposed that a more detailed report covering all aspects of the Children and 
Young People (Scotland) Act 2014 be submitted to the next meeting of the IJB to be 
held on 16 September 2016.  This was agreed. 
  
DECIDED: 
  
(a) That the progress made to implement Parts 4, 5 and 18 of the Children and Young 
People (Scotland) Act 2014 concerning Getting it Right for Every Child be noted; and 
  
(b)That a further report covering all aspects of the Children and Young People 
(Scotland) Act 2014 be submitted to the next meeting of the IJB to be held on 16 
September 2016. 
 

 
 
10 

 
CARE AT HOME SERVICES 
 
The Chief Officer submitted a report providing members of the IJB with a position 
statement on the Care at Home Services, highlighting the key challenges being faced 
by the service and outlining work currently underway to mitigate them and develop the 
service for the future. 
  
The report intimated that work was underway to bring forward developments within 
the service to modernise it for the future.  The Chief Officer had agreed that the 
service would receive additional investment from the Integrated Care Fund and this 
would be used to pilot changes and shape developments in the service. 
  
An Improvement Action Plan had been established and the report detailed the work 
being undertaken in relation to each of the key themes of workforce planning and 
development; developing the business case for a Care at Home management, 
rostering and monitoring system; review of business processes and service pathways; 
review of supervision and management capacity; and alignment with new geographic 
boundaries and considering opportunities for streamlining and integrating service 
delivery. 
  
DECIDED: That the report be approved and that it be noted that the Chief Officer 
would submit further reports to the IJB to update members on progress within the 
Care at Home service. 
 

 
 
11 

 
HOSPICES IN RENFREWSHIRE 
 
The Chief Officer submitted a report relative to Hospices in Renfrewshire.  The report 
intimated that Renfrewshire HSCP’s Integration Scheme noted that among the 
services currently provided by the Health Board which were to be integrated were 
‘palliative care services provided outwith a hospital’. 
  
Hospices played an important role in the provision of local palliative care services and 
worked in partnership with primary care, district nurses and other third sector 
organisations.  There were two hospices in Renfrewshire where services had 
previously been planned and commissioned through NHS Greater Glasgow and 
Clyde Health Board.  From 1 April 2016 this responsibility lay with Renfrewshire 
HSCP and the HSCP would identify a palliative care lead. 
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Accord Hospice in Paisley has eight beds and provided 15 day places over four days 
and St. Vincent’s Hospice in Howwood has eight beds and provided 10 day places 
over three days.  Both hospices provided a range of other related services such as 
outpatients, community nurse specialists, AHP services, complementary therapies, 
bereavement services, training and education. 
  
Funding was governed by CEL(12) 2012 which required health boards to meet 50% of 
the agreed hospice running costs.  Service Level Agreements had been agreed and 
signed by both hospices covering the period to March 2018. 
  
The report detailed the current arrangements and future arrangements in relation to 
the hospices and the next steps to be taken. 
  
DECIDED: 
  
(a) That the new arrangements for the planning and commissioning of hospice 
services be noted; and 
  
(b) That the next steps, as detailed in section 5 of the report, be agreed. 

  
  
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
  
Helen McAleer and Alan McNiven having declared interests in the following item of 
business remained in the meeting. 
 

 
 
12 

 
SECTION 10 GRANTS TO VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS - APPLICATIONS 
2016/17 
 
The Chief Officer submitted a report relative to applications received for funding for 
2016/17 under Section 10 of the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968. Following the 
integration of health and adult social care services, this report related to funding 
applications from organisations whose work was primarily with adults.  A separate 
report relating to children and young people would be considered by Renfrewshire 
Council’s Education and Children Policy Board. 
  
A total of 18 organisations had submitted grant applications for Section 10 funding, 16 
of these relating to work with adults.  Details of the applications were provided in 
Appendix 1 to the report. It was proposed that funding amounting to £28,650 be 
awarded to the 13 organisations as detailed in Appendix 1.  Appendix 2 to the report 
detailed the criteria and process for approval of Section 10 funding.  
  
DECIDED: That the funding in respect of the organisations detailed in Appendix 1, 
totalling £28,650, be approved as follows: 
  
Renfrewshire Sound – Awarded £1,700 
  
Wednesday Social Club – Awarded £500 
  
Renfrewshire Access Panel – Awarded £930 
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Barnardo’s – Awarded £2,100 
  
Cornerstone Drop In – Awarded £500 
  
Cotton Club – Awarded £500 
  
Engage – Awarded £9,900 
  
Forever Young (Intergenerational Quiz) – Awarded £800 
  
Greensyde Carers – Awarded £499 
  
Music In Hospitals – Awarded £321 
Renfrewshire Seniors Forum – Awarded £2,900 
  
Renfrewshire Visually Impaired Forum – Awarded £1,000 
  
Victim Support – Awarded £7,000 
  
Cairn Heights – Declined 
  
Deafblind Scotland – Declined 
  
BEI Lunch Club - Declined 
 

 
 
13 

 
RISK MANAGEMENT UPDATE 
 
Under reference to item 16 of the Minute of the meeting of the IJB held on 18 March 
2016 the Chief Officer submitted a report relative to the risk management 
arrangements to reflect the strategic and operational responsibilities of the 
HSCP.  The risk register formed Appendix 1 to the report and the risk matrix formed 
Appendix 2 to the report. 
  
The report intimated that the risk register had been prepared in accordance with the 
Risk Management Policy and Strategy approved by the IJB at its meeting held on 18 
September 2015.  Both Renfrewshire Council and NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde 
would continue to apply their existing policies and systems for risk management. 
  
It was proposed that the final risk register be submitted to the IJB once the final 
budget was known. 
  
DECIDED: 
  
(a) That it be agreed that the Chief Officer and senior management team monitor and 
manage the risk register on a monthly basis and that summarised reports be 
submitted to the IJB twice-yearly; 
  
(b) That the HSCP risk register, which reflected the HSCP’s strategic and operational 
responsibilities in relation to the delivery of health and adult social care services from 
1 April 2016, be approved; and 
  
(c) That the final risk register be submitted to the IJB once the final budget was 
known. 
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14 

 
AUDIT COMMITTEE - MEMBERSHIP AND DEPUTE CHAIR POSITION 
 
Under reference to item 6 of the Minute of the meeting of the IJB held on 18 March 
2016 the Chief Officer submitted a report relative to the appointment of a Depute 
Chair to the Audit Committee and seeking nomination of a sixth and final 
representative from the non-voting membership of the IJB so sit on the Audit 
Committee. 
  
The report proposed that Councillor Derek Bibby be considered and nominated as the 
Depute Chair of the Audit Committee and this was agreed.  The non-voting members 
were requested to consider nominating a second representative to the Audit 
Committee.  It was proposed that the Chief Officer contact the non-voting members of 
the IJB to establish if any of them wish to sit on the Audit Committee and this was 
agreed. 
  
DECIDED: 
  
(a) That Councillor Derek Bibby be appointed as Depute Chair of the Audit 
Committee; and 
  
(b)That the Chief Officer contact the non-voting members of the IJB  to establish if any 
of them wish to sit on the Audit Committee. 
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FINANCIAL REPORT 1 APRIL TO 31 MAY 2016 
 
The Chief Finance Officer submitted a report relative to the revenue and capital 
budget positions from 1 April to 27 May 2016 for Social Work and from 1 April to 31 
May 2016 for the Health Board, as detailed in Appendix 1 to the report. 
  
The key pressures were highlighted in sections 4 and 5 of the report. The report 
provided an update on implementation of the Living Wage; adult social care charging; 
Integrated Care Fund proposed governance arrangements; and the health board’s 
contribution to the IJB. 
  
Information relating to changes in buffers, tapers, savings, personal allowances, free 
personal care payments and any fixed chargeable services were detailed in Appendix 
2 to the report; the care at home rates for 2015/16 and 2016/17 were detailed in 
Appendix 3 to the report; details of the uplifts for pays, non-pays and prescribing 
growth in 2016/17 were detailed in Appendix 4 to the report; and the Scottish 
Government guidance to support delivery of the Living Wage commitment which 
confirmed that the fund applied only to care workers providing direct care and support 
to adults in care homes, care at home and housing support services formed Appendix 
5 to the report. 
  
The overall revenue position for the HSCP at 31 May 2016 was a breakeven position 
but this position might change pending the outcome of the NHSGG&C financial 
planning process for 2016/17.  The Chief Finance Officer had made a number of 
assumptions in the current projections being that for all delegated health services the 
same level of funding as 2015/16 would be transferred to the HSCP, less the current 
agreed savings of £496,000; a reduction in property costs reflecting the transfer of 
responsibilities for facilities management budgets to the NHSGG&C Board; and 
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increases reflecting the changes to uplifts for pays, non-pays and prescribing growth 
in 2016/17. 
  
DECIDED: 
  
(a)That the financial position to date be noted and that it be noted that the overall 
financial position might change depending on the outcome of the NHSGG&C financial 
planning process for 2016/17; 
  
(b)That the progress made on the financial planning process for 2016/17 be noted; 
  
(c)That the progress of the Living Wage Implementation Project be noted; 
  
(d)That the changes to the HSCP’s Adult Social Care financial assessment and 
charging framework for 2016/17 be noted; 
  
(e)That the progress with the financial planning process for 2016/17 in respect of the 
NHSGG&C contribution to the IJB be noted; and 
  
(f)That the Chief Officer submit a report to the next meeting of the IJB to be held on 
16 September 2016 detailing all currently funded Integrated Care Fund (ICF) projects, 
planned spend for 2016/17, terms of reference and membership details of the HSCP 
ICF group. 
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DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
 
DECIDED: That it be noted that the next meeting of the IJB would be held at 9.30 am 
on 16 September 2016 in the Abercorn Conferencing Centre, West College Scotland 
Paisley Campus, Renfrew Road, Paisley. 
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Item 5
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(District and Out of Hours Nursing; 
Rehabilitation Services, Equipu and Podiatry)
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support to GP's for areas such as breast screening, 
bowel screening) 

(Business Support staff; Admin related costs, hotel 
services and property related costs including rates and rental costs) 
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9.19 Special Observations within Mental Health Services

hanges to GP contract

Prescribing budget: 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
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  Due Diligence Assessment Criteria 
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NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde

NHS BOARD MEETING

Director of Finance June 2016 Paper No: 16/32

 
Financial Plan 2016/17 

 
The Board is requested;

 To consider the content of/and approve the 2016/17 Financial Plan; and
 To note the need for a change in financial planning for 2017/18 and beyond.

Purpose of Paper:-  

The purpose of this paper is to present the 2016/17 Financial Plan to the Board. 
 
The Plan outlines the key elements of income and expenditure underpinning the financial 
challenge, together with explanation of financial pressures, potential investments and costs 
savings required. The Plan also outlines key risks to be managed and tangible actions to be 
implemented for the Board to have a chance of financial break-even. 
 
The Plan also outlines the need for a change in financial planning for 2017/18 and beyond. 

Key issues to be considered:-  

The Board is facing the significant challenge of requiring £69m of recurrent in-year savings in order 
to break even. A comprehensive planning process involving all Directors and a wide range of 
managers, and in concert with the IJBs, set out to identify savings schemes to address the 
financial gap. 
 
Within this Financial Plan, “green and amber” savings totalling £44.8m full year effect (£34.9m part 
year effect) have been identified. In addition, a range of “red rated” schemes have been identified, 
including some service redesign propositions totalling £11.7m full year effect (£8.6m part year 
effect). Consideration must also be given to both the underachievement of the Acute Cost 
Containment Programme and unachieved saving from 2015/16. 
 
Taking into account all savings schemes identified, on a full-year effect for 2016/17, the Board still 
has a gap of £9.1m (rounded up to £10m).  It is proposed at this stage that these savings maybe 
realised through the National Workstreams, or alternatively from additional savings schemes 
identified across the key parts of the business in-year. 

Any Financial Implications from this Paper:-   

Due to the timing of the implementation and impact of these schemes in-year, the Board has again 
recognised the need to cash manage the business towards the realisation of these savings.  This 
will be achieved through the further utilisation of non-recurring provisions and reserves.  For 
2016/17, this will include a timing benefit repayable in future years through the reversal of historic 
provisions totalling £32.5m for NHSGGC. 
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This reliance on non-recurring sources of funding and reserves to achieve in-year balance is 
clearly not sustainable.  The continued use of non-recurring funds and reserves in 2016/17 to fund 
day-to-day business will create a significant risk to the sustainability of the Board into 2017/18 and 
beyond. There is a real risk the Board enters 2017/18 with minimal reserves. 
 
Although not a direct financial implication, this paper also highlights the need for a change in 
financial planning for 2017/18 and beyond. Due to the scale of the financial challenge and 
underlying recurring financial imbalance, a transformation programme will be required to deliver a 
step change in the size and scale of recurring savings and efficiencies needed in 2007/18 and 
beyond.  
 
  

A number of savings schemes involve elements of workforce rationalisation. 
Any Staffing Implications from this Paper:-

Any Equality Implications from this Paper:- None.

Any Health Inequalities Implications from this Paper:- None

Has a Risk Assessment been carried out for this issue?  If yes, please detail the outcome:-  

To have a chance of break-even, definitive management action and tangible results must be 
achieved around the following key risks; 
 

 Achievement of the Acute cost containment programme, locum agency spend and 
sickness absence rates driving nurse bank and agency spend; 

 Continued support from the Scottish Government around the achievement of key 
waiting times targets, particularly in the winter period; 

 Managing any changes to the unscheduled care model within the current financial 
envelope; 

 Achievement of all savings schemes outlined above, including service redesign 
propositions; 

 Continued work to finalise, consult, approve and deliver the “red” rated schemes; 
and 

 Achievement of £10m savings from the National Workstreams and/or identification, 
presentation and delivery to the October 2016 Board meeting of additional schemes 
equal to that sum from the three key areas of the business. 

 
In terms of quantifying risk inherent in achieving break-even, and in addition to the unidentified 
£10m FYE gap, it is estimated the Financial Plan carries financial risk of between £20m to £25m. 
Should this risk crystallise, there are insufficient reserves to provide cover. It would require receipts 
from projected land sales to ensure financial balance. However, the complexity and uncertainty 
over the timing and level of receipt of land sales must also be highlighted. 

Highlight the Corporate Plan priorities to which your paper relates:-  

Improving Quality, Efficiency and Effectiveness

Author – Director of Finance 
Tel No – 0141 201 4470
Date – 22nd June 2016
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 This document presents the Board’s 2016/17 Financial Plan (the Plan). 
 

1.2 The Plan outlines the key elements of income and expenditure underpinning the 
financial challenge, together with explanation of financial pressures, potential 
investments and costs savings required. 
 

1.3 The Plan also outlines key risks to be managed and tangible actions to be 
implemented for the Board to have a change of financial break-even. 

 
1.4 The Plan highlights the significant and unprecedented financial challenge facing 

NHSGGC in 2016/17.  Directors and Management have worked extensively to 
identify and design savings schemes to address the financial gap identified. This 
continued effort and dedication will also be required to deliver such a challenging 
savings programme. 
 

1.5 The purpose of this paper is to present the 2016/17 Financial Plan to the Board.  The 
Board is asked to; 
 

 Approve the overall Plan and its underlying assumptions; 
 Approve the setting of budgets and savings, allocated proportionately to each 

part of the business; 
 Approve the budget with a £10m gap, to be met from the outcomes from the 

National Workstreams, or from £10m of additional savings schemes on a 
proportionately basis from each budget holder and presented to the October 
2016 Board meeting;  

 Approve the on-going work and discussions to address recurrently the 
underachieved projected 2015/16 recurrent savings (Acute £3m and HSCPs 
£7m); 

 Approve the continued use of non-recurrent funding and reserves to manage 
the business in-year, accepting the diminishing levels of reserves and 
significant risks this creates to the financial sustainability of the Board;  

 Approve the level of risk inherent in the Plan and the potential to use 
remaining reserves to cover this risk if required; and 

 
1.6 The Board is also asked to note the need for a change in financial planning for 

2017/18 and beyond. This will require the development and embedding of a more 
collegiate, continuous improvement environment that delivers savings on a more 
consistent basis. In addition, due to the scale of the financial challenge and 
underlying recurring financial imbalance, a transformation programme will be required 
to deliver a step change in the size and scale of recurring savings and efficiencies 
needed in 2007/18 and beyond.  
 
 
 

Mark White 
Director of Finance 
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2. BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
 
2.1 In line with every year, the Board has been working through the financial planning 

cycle for several months.  The financial planning process for 2016/17 has been 
particularly challenging as we interpret the amended Acute structure, including the 
running of the new Queen Elizabeth University Hospitals, and the formation of 
Integration Joint Boards (IJBs). 
 

2.2 As we survey both the political and financial landscape into 2016/17 and beyond, it is 
imperative the Board establishes a process which ensures financial decisions which 
relate to a coherent strategic direction.  This involves moving forward in concert with 
the IJBs.  The Board now shares responsibility for strategic planning with the IJBs but 
retains responsibility for the allocation of the NHS budget between the services for 
which we retain direct operational responsibility and those managed by IJBs.  IJBs 
need to develop and approve integrated service and financial plans for the NHS and 
Council services which are legally delegated to them before the end of this financial 
year. 

 
2.3 While the LDP process has enabled Boards to set budgets beyond the beginning of 

the financial year, that flexibility has been in a context of relative certainty when we 
can set, or come close to setting, a balanced financial plan.  As we continue to work 
through the financial planning process, setting a balanced Financial Plan is becoming 
more difficult each year. 

 
2.4 That challenge also needs to be considered against the current overspends within the 

Acute Division, largely to sustain services in terms of staffing to ensure we deliver the 
national targets and meet pressures. 
 

2.5 Therefore, in the current year, and going forward, we are significantly challenged to 
meet the costs of our current configuration of services and to deliver the required 
national targets. 

3. STRATEGIC POSITION

3.1 The Board has a strategic direction which sets our purpose as: 
 

“Deliver effective and high quality health services, to act to improve the 
health of our population and to do everything we can to address the wider 
social determinants of health which cause health inequalities.”
 

3.2 That purpose is amplified with five strategic priorities to move us towards achieving 
that purpose, these are: 

 
 Early intervention and preventing ill-health; 
 Shifting the balance of care; 
 Reshaping care for older people; 
 Improving quality, efficiency and effectiveness; 
 Tackling inequalities. 

 
3.3 The Board needs to set a fresh strategic direction for 2016/17 in Partnership with IJBs 

which are developing their own strategic plans.  In many respects we have the 
material to set that clear strategic direction and to develop, alongside IJBs, the 
detailed service change plans which we need to put in place to deliver. 
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3.4 NHSGCC has: 
 

 A mental health strategy progress through final capital development to deliver 
modern mental health services; 

 A Clinical Strategy which maps out a clear direction for acute services, 
although not yet translated into detailed service plans and with a number of 
delivery challenges to be resolved; 

 A pattern of change in community services which has improved the range and 
efficiency of those services but not yet the more radical developments to 
enable us to change the acute sector; 

 Emerging local thinking about the development of primary care which we need 
to use to shape the national direction. 

 
3.5 However, the financial and policy constraints within which we are working present 

real challenges to coherently move forward the five strategic priorities which will 
deliver our purpose.  One of the key aims of the 2016/17 (and beyond) planning 
process is to make changes which align with our strategic direction, priorities and 
clinical strategies and enable us to deliver financial balance. 
 

3.6 Further points of context are: 
 

 The increasing demand (scheduled and unscheduled) and costs of acute 
services, means that we have made minimal progress in shifting resources to 
substantially develop primary care and community services; 

 There are major workforce issues, filling staffing gaps is a major current cost 
problem, driven by: 

o medical workforce issues, which will only worsen; 
o staffing models which increase the unit costs of our current services; 

and 
o high levels of sickness absence; 

 Immediate pressures on number of points on the system; 
 Social care budget pressures including major issues in the care home sector; 
 GP services struggling with demand pressures; 
 real pressures on services which are impacted on by increasing numbers of 

vulnerable people;  
 Drugs costs driven by the changed national regime.
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4. PROPOSED PRINCIPLES FOR PLANNING
 
4.1 In order to ensure that we make financial decisions which align with our strategic 

direction we have established the proposed principles for planning.  These have 
shaped the planning programme. The principles are:- 
 

 Make financial decisions for 2016/17 which are in line with and enable us to 
move in coherence with our purpose, strategic direction and related strategies;  

 Continue to give priority to patient facing services and ensuring these are 
always high quality and safe;   

 Continuing to play our part in trying to reduce the inequalities which affect our 
population and have a strong focus on equality impacts in making our 
decisions; 

 Ensure that our decisions do not have unintended consequences such as 
unplanned transfers of pressures, responsibilities or costs to other parts of the 
system; 

 Our approach is whole system not localised savings targets, and is driven by:- 
 

o cost scrutiny in every part of the organisation, led by the local teams; 
o a whole system programme of change to deliver cost reduction; 

 
 Our aim is to continue to deliver the key Scottish Government targets; 
 We focus first on changes which make clinical and service sense and increase 

efficiency and productivity and reduce our unit costs;  
 Where we propose to restrict access to services or stop planned 

developments we will have a clear framework for prioritisation of patient care 
linked to clinical benefit; 

 We are committed to shifting the balance of care and resources but also 
recognise the pressures on acute services.  

 All new national initiatives and proposals which have financial implications will 
be tested against our strategy and reported to Board for decision; 

 Our decision making is under pinned by evidence about what delivers the 
safest, highest quality and most cost effective healthcare; 

 We explicitly consider risks and benefits in making decisions; 
 We remain committed to the importance of innovation and research to shape 

changes in the way we deliver care; 
 We will work across boundaries with other Health Boards and public bodies to 

identify ways in which we can deliver services more efficiently.  
 

We recognise that the scale of the challenge we face means that we are entering a 
period of significant change.  Fundamental principles of our decision making are:- 

 
 A commitment to engagement with patients and the wider public; 
 A commitment to fully engage with our staff and their representatives in 

shaping, planning and delivering the changes to services which will be 
required.  
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5. DETAILED FINANCIAL POSITION 

5.1 The Scottish Government set out its budget to the Scottish Parliament in December 
2015. This set out an up lift of £511m or 5.3 % to the Health budget.  The £511m is 
split £476m to territorial Boards and £35m to Special Boards. The table below 
highlights the key strands of funding available to NHS Scotland territorial Health 
Boards, and demonstrates how these translate for NHSGGC.  

 

TABLE 1: The total uplift 2016/17

All 
Boards

£m

NHS
GGC

£m 

Paragraph 
reference

Base Uplift @ 1.7% 147.0 33.7 5.2 
Social Care Funding 250.0 59.4 5.3 
SGHSCD Uplift 476.0 93.1  

Income from Other Boards  6.9 5.4 

Reduction in Bundled Funding  (7.0) 5.5 

Reduction in New Medicines Fund  (5.4) 5.6 

Total Uplift 87.6 
 

5.2 A general uplift is provided by SGHSCD to support Boards in meeting expected 
additional costs related to pay, supplies (which includes prescribing growth and 
utilities charges) and capital charges. 
 

5.3 SGHSCD has provided £250.0m, to be directed to Integrated Health and Social Care 
Partnerships, to ensure improved outcomes in social care. 

 
5.4 By applying an agreed general inflationary uplift to the value of service level 

agreements with other NHS Boards related to patient services provided by NHSGGC, 
NHSGGC can reasonably expect to receive further income of around £6.9m in 
2016/17.  This includes a further £2.0m from NHS Highland as it stabilises its SLA 
value. 

 
5.5 SGHSCD has confirmed that funding outwith Boards’ recurring allocations will be 

reduced.  The total reduction is likely to be £7.0m, comprising Alcohol (£2.1m), Drugs 
(£2.2m) & other bundled funding (£2.7m). 

 
 
5.6 In 2015/16 the SGHSCD distributed £85m of receipts from the Pharmaceutical Price 

Regulation Scheme as income to Boards.  For NHSGGC this represented £20.1m of 
income.  In our initial 2016/17 financial planning, in the absence of any other 
information, we assumed a similar 2015/16 position.  However, it was confirmed that 
in 2016/17 SGHSCD estimated the receipts to be approximately £60m (down from an 
initial estimate of £90m).  As such, our share in 2016/17 is likely to be £14.7m.  This 
represents a reduction of £5.4m of income. 
 

5.7 A summary of the Financial Plan is shown below.  Each of the items is explained in 
more detail in Appendix 1.   
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TABLE 2: The overall financial position 2016/17

Jan 16
£m

 2016/17 Funding Uplift  
Total uplift  87.6 

  
 Carry Forward from 2015/16  

Forecast recurring over/under commitment  (0.0) 
   

 Cost Drivers  
Pay Cost Growth  (50.5) 
Prescribing Cost Growth  (25.6) 
Energy Cost Growth  (0.0) 
Capital Charges Growth  (4.0) 
Other Cost Inflation  (10.1) 

  (90.2) 
   

 Service Commitments  
Social Care  (59.4) 
Pressures and Investments  (7.0) 
  (66.4) 
   
Cash Releasing Financial Challenge  (69.0) 
   
Cash Releasing Financial Challenge  3.3% 

 
5.8 Important points to note in relation to the pharmacy number in the above table are;  

 prescribing savings of £3.0m (Acute) & £5.0m (Primary Care) which have 
been netted off the relevant prescribing uplifts;   

 Reductions in prices of drugs for the treatment of Hepatitis C will release 
£9.1m.  
 

5.9 In developing the Plan we have assessed relevant risks.  It is proposed we retain the 
Board’s £5.0m recurring contingency.  It is not appropriate to decide at this stage how 
these funds will be used but it is clearly prudent to build some central flexibility into a 
Plan that has £3.0bn of expenditure, potential unexpected pressures and a larger 
number of areas of significant financial risk. 
 

5.10 In addition, some of the key operational risks that the Board will face in-year 2016/17 
include medicines and integration of health and social care.  These risks are 
described below: 
 
 Medicines risks include the cost of new medicines, including those for Hepatitis C, 

and orphan / ultra-orphan and end of life medicines.  In line with SGHSCD 
guidance, the Plan includes assumptions about funding available from the new 
medicines fund.   
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 The Board is responsible for allocations to the new IJBs.  In approving Integration 
Schemes the Board agreed in principle to allocations which reflected IJBs 
financial and savings plans for 2016/17 with the likelihood of enabling financial 
balance to be achieved in 2016/17 and the IJBs to be established on a financially 
viable basis.  A number of the savings plans may be non recurrent, posing real 
challenges for the IJBs to deliver recurrent balance in 2016/17.  It is also 
important to underline the substantial pressures on social care budgets which will 
flow through from Council allocations to IJBs from 2016/17 onwards. 

 
 The Acute division continues to experience significant cost pressures in Medical 

pay where significant expenditure on agency and locum cover has been incurred 
to support activity levels.  Actual non elective and elective inpatient activity 
continues to increase significantly, together with long-term vacancies, difficulties 
recruiting and the requirement for waiting list initiatives to achieve TTG targets. 
Nursing pay also continues to be a significant cost pressure, with excess bank 
and agency spend driven by activity levels and accentuated by higher than 
average sickness/absence rate.  

 
5.11 Other key risks to the Plan are set out below. 

 
 Savings Schemes:  The delivery of savings schemes, including the bed model, at 

a time when capacity is already stretched is a major challenge. 
 

 Prescribing:  Prescribing costs are demand driven and vary throughout the year.  
Although we believe that our projections of costs and savings are realistic, we 
continue to monitor this area closely to ensure that we are aware of any changes 
in prescribing patterns. 

 
 Referral to Treatment Standard:  To help support delivery of referral to treatment 

performance, SGHSCD has made available additional non-recurring funding.  If 
funding is no longer available, this may have an impact on our performance. 

 
 Winter Pressures:  We recognise the seasonal impact that winter has on demand 

for services.  We need to consider whether we factor in funding non-recurringly to 
meet the additional costs incurred. 
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6. SAVINGS TO ACHIEVE FINANCIAL BALANCE
 
 
6.1 The assessment of the financial position in 2016/17 was first conducted in October 

2015 and presented to the Board at an Away Day.  Whilst the projections were 
evolving and subject to continual updating, in parallel, the Executive Management 
team commenced a process to identify a set of strategic savings initiatives that would 
deliver the required savings to achieve financial balance.  
 

6.2 As outlined above, this process continued through the winter months, with a summary 
of progress delivered to the Board Seminars / Away Days in February and early April 
2016. 

 
6.3 A process of consultation was also conducted with staff side and with the Scottish 

Government Health and Social Care Directorates.  
 

6.4 As savings schemes were identified within the Board, each was quantified in terms of 
its full year effect / current year effect and allocated a “risk rating” (green, amber or 
red) in terms of; 
 

 its achievability/likelihood; 
 accuracy of the projected saving; 
 extent of impact and consequences; 
 requirement for Board approval / public consultation.  
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6.5 The breakdown of these numbers, split into green/amber and red, is provided in greater 
detail below and in Appendices 3-5;  

TABLE 3: Breakdown of savings position 2016/17 - Green and Amber Schemes 

 

NHSGCC CYE FYE
Green and Amber Schemes 16/17 £m 16/17 £m

Corporate Budgets
Department
Facilities 7.00 9.06 Refer appendix 3
Finance 0.50 0.50 Refer appendix 3
HI&T 1.51 1.51 Refer appendix 3
HR 0.60 0.60 Refer appendix 3
Nursing 0.20 1.20
Public Health 0.95 0.95 Refer appendix 3
Corp Planning and Policy 0.25 0.25
Corp Affairs 0.25 0.25
Medical Director - Corporate 0.70 0.70 Refer appendix 3
Procurement 2.15 3.40 Refer appendix 3

14.11 18.42

Balance sheet management
Re-assessment of asset lives and non-cash DEL 3.00 3.00

Partnerships
Staff and service rationalisation 7.75 7.75 Refer appendix 4
Bundled funding (including A&D) 1.80 1.80 Refer appendix 4

9.55 9.55

Bundled funding - Board share
E- health - held from Strategic Fund 1.30 1.30

Acute
Various Acute local schemes 5.52 10.72 Refer appendix 5
Review use of Douglas Inch Forensics Estate 0.00 0.04

5.52 10.77
Other initiatives
Additional Pharmacy Efficiencies - DOACs 1.00 1.00
Cease supply of gluten free bread 0.50 0.80

1.50 1.80

Total Green and Amber Schemes 34.98 44.83
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TABLE 4: Breakdown of savings position 2016/17 - Red Schemes 

6.6 It is also important to highlight a number of clinically led service redesign initiatives 
included within the above schedules.  Work continues around these, including 
dialogue and consultation where required.  

 
Assumptions and Investments

6.7 Within the Financial Plan there are a number and range of assumptions and 
proposed investments (Table 1 and Appendix 1 point 7).  As these are constantly 
subject to analysis and revision, the following key amendments require to be 
highlighted and adjusted with this LDP: 
 
 Auto-enrolment – within the pay cost growth figure of £50.5m in Table 2 and 

Appendix 1 (point 1) is a provision of £5m for auto-enrolment to superannuation.  
This figure represents a prudent estimate of the number of staff who would enrol. 
However, since the April pay-run, a significant number of staff have opted out of 
the pension scheme and we expect more staff to opt out through June 2016. This 
provision has therefore been reduced to £3m. 

 Service Investments – we continue to provide a range of specialist national 
services.  The initial provision of £1.3m for increasing costs for Deep Brain 
Stimulation will be contained within the current service provision and income 
recovery model. 

 

NHSGCC
Red Schemes

£m £m

Corporate

VAT Reclaim Schemes 1.50 1.50
1.50 1.50

Balance sheet management
Re-assessment of asset lives and non-cash DEL 3.00 3.00

Partnerships
Physio 0.14 0.14
Health Improvement 0.40 0.70

0.54 0.84
Acute
Clinically led service redesign propositions 2016/17 3.09 5.89

Miscellaneous
Reduction in medicines waste 0.50 0.50

0.50 0.50

Total Red Schemes 8.63 11.73
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Overall Position and Remaining Gap

6.8 Summarised below in Table 5 is a summary of the current overall position.  

 

TABLE 5: The overall savings position 2016/17

6.9 Acute Management drafted a £10m cost containment strategy in December 2015 to 
take effect before the 31st March 2016 in order to start the new financial year at, or 
close to, balance.  However, this has proved extremely challenging, with the 
pressures around  increasing demand and vacancies driving locum agency spend 
and sickness absence rates driving nurse bank and agency spend, and the continual 
use of winter beds which have remained open at a cost of circa £1.2m per month. 
 

6.10 The Board will require to provide cash coverage (£7.5m) whilst the cost containment 
programme delivers.  In addition, the Acute Division underachieved projected 
2015/16 recurrent savings by £3m and HSCPs underachieved by £7m. These were 
covered non-recurrently in-year by each Division.  However, further work and 
discussions are currently on-going to establish if these can be covered internally 
again in 2016/17.  
 

6.11 It is clear from the above table that in addition to £11.7m of complex and challenging 
“red risk” rated schemes, on a full-year effect for 2016/17, the Board still has a 
savings gap of £9.1m (rounded up to £10m).  It is proposed at this stage that these 
savings maybe realised through the National Workstreams.  

NHSGCC CYE FYE
Savings Summary 16/17 16/17

£m £m
2016/17 Savings Target 69.00 69.00

Savings summary achievability
Green 20.08 20.35
Green/Amber 9.40 12.85
Amber 5.50 11.63
Total Green and Amber 34.98 44.83
Red 8.63 11.73
Total savings identified to date 43.61 56.56

Remaining gap - further savings required 25.39 12.44
Revisions to initial assumptions/investments -3.30 -3.30

22.09 9.14
Acute Division - cost containment cover 7.50 0.00
Cash requirement in-year 29.59 9.14
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National Workstreams

6.12 Through the joint work of the Chief Executives, Directors of Finance and Scottish 
Government colleagues a number of workstreams have been developed both to 
support Boards in their local delivery of savings plans, and to examine whether a 
national approach to certain propositions can be agreed and delivered.  Work is on-
going to determine whether these national initiatives will have a further positive 
impact locally.   
 

6.13 A number of these workstreams are already incorporated in our local schemes (and 
2016/17 cost containment programme) but a small number could deliver savings to 
NHSGGC.  This includes a review of effective prescribing medicines and Shared 
Services for both corporate and clinical support functions.  
 

6.14 However, until the outcome of these national workstreams become clear and for the 
purposes of achieving financial balance, the £10m will be allocated proportionately, 
and the three parts of the business are therefore required to identify additional 
schemes to close the gap – and present these to the October 2016 Board meeting.  
Should the national workstreams subsequently deliver the projected savings in-year, 
these additional local savings schemes will be deferred into 2017/18. 

 

 
Allocation of Budgets

6.15 In order to ensure that we make financial decisions which align with our strategic 
direction we established a set of the principles which have previously been reported 
to the Board.  These principles, explained above, have underpinned a whole system 
approach to financial planning and addressing savings in 2016/17. 
 

6.16 However, in order to set budgets across the organisation, and to enable IJB Chief 
Officers to start setting Commissioning Strategic Plans the Board’s uplift (1.7% / 
£33.7m) and cost pressures (£102.7m) must be apportioned across the three key 
parts of the business (Table 6 below) proportionately.  This was performed on an 
indicative basis and communicated in writing to Chief Officers (and Non-executives) 
in March 2016 to enable financial planning.  The £59.4 million allocated wholly to IJBs 
to fund Social Care has been excluded.  It is for each individual IJB to separately 
negotiate their share of these monies. 

 

TABLE 6 – 2016/17 Allocation of Uplift and Cost Pressures Across the Board

Corporate 
Functions and 

Acute £m 

Partnership £m Total £m 
 

Allocation of Uplift                20.8 12.9 33.7 
 

Cost Pressures 69.8 32.9 102.7 

2016/17 Gap  49.0 20.0 69.0 

 
6.17 Upon approval of this Financial Plan, all budget holders will be formally notified of 

their budgets and the need to find additional savings to achieve the £69m target. 
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Managing in-year

6.18 As outlined above, Directors and Managers continue to work to address the 
remaining savings gap and finalise a balanced Plan. Due to the timing of the 
implementation and impact of these schemes in-year, the Board has again 
recognised the need to cash manage the business towards the realisation of these 
savings.  
 

6.19 This will be achieved through the further utilisation of non-recurring provisions and 
reserves.  For 2016/17, this will include a timing benefit repayable in future years 
through the reversal of historic provisions totalling £32.5m for NHSGGC.  This was 
identified as part of the national Balance Sheet Flexibility Group and involves 
reclassifying the funding source of pre-2010 provisions, particularly in relation to 
Pension and Injury Benefit provisions.  This does not impact on the actual level of 
provision, just the funding source, and will involve a charge to the RRL as the 
liabilities crystallise over a number of future years.  
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
 

 
7.1 This Financial Plan demonstrates how the Board has worked, and will continue to 

work, to achieve financial balance in 2016/17.  A significant number of savings 
schemes have been identified to address the financial gap.  However, many of these 
are “red” rated and as such, there are significant risks around their delivery. 
 

7.2 The current Plan contains a £10m FYE gap.  The Board has previously intimated it 
has a risk appetite for setting a budget with a gap.  Whilst this gap is expected to be 
covered by the outcomes from the National Workstreams, to mitigate that risk, each 
key budget holder will be required to (proportionately) present schemes to this value 
at the October 2016 Board meeting.  
 

7.3 In addition, discussions and wider consultations remain ongoing with Scottish 
Government colleagues around various elements of this Plan. 

 
Managing the Risk

7.4 It is clear from the above detail there is a real risk the Board will not achieve financial 
break-even in 2016/17.  There are numerous risks to achieving break-even, the more 
operational risks of which are summarised above at paragraph 5.12.  
 

7.5 To have a chance of break-even, all these risks must be managed. In addition, 
definitive management action and tangible results must be achieved around the 
following key risks; 

 
 Achievement of the Acute cost containment programme, locum agency spend 

and sickness absence rates driving nurse bank and agency spend; 
 Continued support from the Scottish Government around the achievement of 

key waiting times targets, particularly in the winter period; 
 Managing any changes to the unscheduled care model within the current 

financial envelope; 
 Achievement of all savings schemes outlined above, including service 

redesign propositions; 
 Continued work to finalise, consult, approve and deliver the “red” rated 

schemes; and 
 Achievement of £10m savings from the National Workstreams and/or 

identification, presentation and delivery to the October 2016 Board meeting of 
additional schemes equal to that sum from the three key areas of the 
business. 

 
7.6 In terms of quantifying risk inherent in achieving break-even, and in addition to the 

£10m FYE gap outlined above, it is estimated the Plan carries financial risk of 
between £20m to £25m. Should this risk crystallise, there are insufficient reserves to 
provide cover. It would require receipts from projected land sales to ensure financial 
balance. However, the complexity and uncertainty over the timing and level of receipt 
of land sales must also be highlighted. 
 

7.7 Whilst the Board at this point continues to work toward a balanced budget for 
2016/17, it is apparent that again in 2016/17 the Board will be reliant on non-recurring 
sources of funding and reserves to achieve in-year balance.  This position is clearly 
not sustainable.  The continued use of non-recurring funds and reserves in 2016/17 
to fund day-to-day business will create a significant risk to the sustainability of the 
Board into 2017/18 and beyond. There is a real risk the Board enters 2017/18 with 
minimal reserves. 
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Financial Planning 2017/18 and Beyond

7.8 As part of the 2015/16 financial planning process, the Board’s internal auditors (PwC) 
were invited to perform a review of the process. The report concluded that “the 
financial planning process is operating as intended and has evolved to reflect the 
significance of the financial gap and establishment of Integration Joint Boards”.

7.9 However, the report also highlighted “the need for the timing of the financial planning 
process should commence earlier in the financial year” and “transparency at
Board level is required of the progress being made to deliver the plan and to support 
strategic decision making that may be required”.

7.10 There is a need for a change in financial planning for 2017/18 and beyond. This will 
require the development and embedding of a more collegiate, continuous 
improvement environment that delivers savings on a more consistent basis. The 
Board has an excellent track record of achieving savings and improving efficiency. 
However, due to the scale of the financial challenge and underlying recurring financial 
imbalance, a transformation programme will be required to deliver a step change in 
the size and scale of recurring savings and efficiencies needed in 2007/18 and 
beyond.  
 

7.11 This will include the Board devising a 3-5 year Strategic Plan, drafted in conjunction 
with IJBs, to ensure a model of affordable service delivery and quality patient care up 
to, and beyond, 2020.     
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APPENDIX 1 – NOTES TO SECTION 5 (Table 2)

1. Pay cost growth:

Pay cost growth comprises:  

 £m

Provision for 1% uplift 15.3 
Provision for additional low pay costs 4.2 
Provision for additional Employers’ National Insurance 25.0 
Provision for discretionary points 1.0 
Provision for auto-enrolment to Superannuation 5.0 

50.5

Pay provision:  Current indications are that a provision of 1.0% for pay uplift in 2016/17 
is reasonable.  On top of the 1.0%, provision has been made for a minimum payment 
of £400 for staff earning up to £22,000. 

Superannuation:  A provision of £25.0m has been made for the abolition of the 
employers’ 3.4% “contracted out” rebate for staff members of the NHS Superannuation 
scheme. 

Discretionary Points:  A provision of £1.0m has been made for the on-going impact of 
funding additional discretionary points.

Auto-enrolment to Superannuation:  A provision of £5.0m has been made for the 
estimated cost of employees remaining in the superannuation scheme after auto-
enrolment.

Incremental pay progression – AfC:  The experience of monitoring Agenda for Change 
(AfC) related pay trends has helped the Board develop a detailed understanding of the 
effect of incremental pay progression.  This has enabled us to carry out a detailed 
forecast of pay growth for 2016/17, using current staff turnover ratios by staff category.  
The pay modelling has indicated incremental pay progression for AfC will not be a cost 
pressure in 2016/17, so no provision has been made for additional costs. 

Incremental pay progression – Consultants:  There was an increase in average 
seniority, and hence costs, of consultants in the past two years.  This is because of a 
fall in turnover.  However, the pay modelling has indicated incremental pay progression 
for Consultants will not be a cost pressure in 2016/17, so no provision has been made 
for additional costs. 
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2. Prescribing:  The prescribing cost growth projection for 2016/17 is based on 
information from the Board’s Prescribing Advisers.  It includes provision for likely cost 
increases related to growth in new and existing drug treatments within Acute Sector, 
including new drugs approved by SMC, and makes a realistic level of provision for 
likely growth in volume / prices, based on current trends, related to drug treatments 
prescribed within Primary Care.  The results of this work are summarised below. 

 £m

Primary Care 20.7 
Acute 22.0 
Hepatitis C (9.1) 

Gross Uplift 33.6 
Primary Care Savings (5.0) 
Acute Savings (3.0) 

Total 25.6 

Current estimate of Hepatitis C costs for 2016/17 is £10.9m.  The existing recurring 
budget is £20.0m, so a reduction of £9.1m is required 

3. Energy:  Current estimates are, given the recent oil price decline, that no additional 
provision is required for 2016/17. 

4. Capital charges:  Indexation of asset values is anticipated to add £4.0m to capital 
charges. 

5. Other costs inflation:  1.0% general provision has been set aside for inflation on non-
pay costs excluding prescribing costs, energy costs, and capital charges costs.  1.7% 
has been set aside for uplifts to Resource Transfer, inflation on legal / contractual cost 
commitments and inflation on amounts payable to other NHS Boards, Local Authorities 
and Voluntary Organisations, related to SLAs.   

6. Social care:  SGHSCD has provided £59.4m, to be directed to Integrated Health and 
Social Care Partnerships, to ensure improved outcomes in social care. 

7. Pressures and Investments:  £7m has been set aside to fund the following key 
pressures and potential investments: 

 £m

Nursing Skill Mix 4.0 Potential additional costs 
National Services 1.3 Deep Brain Stimulation 
Robotic Prostatectomy 0.7 Per business case 
Satellite Radiotherapy 0.7 Per business case 
Research & Development 0.3 Reduction in funding 

7.0
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APPENDIX 2 – SUPPORTING NOTES TO SECTION 5
1. Represents the excess of recurring expenditure commitments over recurring funding carried 

forward from 2016/17. 

2. An uplift of 1.7% has been assumed. 

3. Assumed uplift to existing funding allocations where notification remains outstanding.  This 
includes uplifts to a number of SGHSCD funding allocations, uplifts to national services and service 
level agreements with other Boards. 

4. 0.5% uplift assumed for Primary Care Medical Services (PMS) & non cash limited funding and 
associated expenditure.  Cost neutral impact. 

5. For 2017/18 & 2018/19 a provision of 1.0% for general pay uplifts with a minimum of £400 for lower 
paid staff has been made. 

6. This covers anticipated price inflation related to existing PPP commitments plus 1% to cover 
general inflation and growth on non pay costs. 

7. This is based on an assessment of prescribing advisers’ outline cost projections for acute and 
primary care services.  For 2017/18 & 2018/19, indicative values based on general uplifts in 
2016/17 have been used.  This is a volatile area where, depending on drug approvals, cost 
pressures could be significant. 

8. Provision for ongoing real increase in energy costs.  The provision is an estimate of the possible 
increase in tariff charges. 

9. Provision for increase in capital charges as a result of indexation of asset values. 

10. Provision for inflationary uplift of service level agreements with other NHS Boards related to 
NHSGGC patients and of resource transfer agreements with local authorities. 

11. 0.5% provision for increased spend on PMS & non cash limited services is in line with assumption 
of 0.5% increase in funding allocation.  The overall impact is cost neutral. 

12. This grouping includes all other unavoidable service commitments including: 

Robotic prostatectomy full year effect; 
Possible loss of R&D income. 

13. Provision for cost pressures to come.  This amount required will be kept under review. 

14. Cost savings values required to bring the Plan into balance. 
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APPENDIX 3 – DETAILS OF CORPORATE SAVINGS SCHEMES   

Corporate Budgets CYE FYE
GREEN AND AMBER SCHEMES 16/17 £m 16/17 £m

Facilities
Soft FM pay and staff savings 2.295 3.060
Efficiencies in non essential maintenance budgets 1.500 1.500
Further soft FM pay savings 0.917 1.223
Catering - staff and patients. final phase of patient catering strategy 0.500 0.500
Catering - improve commercial performance of outlets 0.300 0.300
Transport and travel - various rationalisation proposals 0.140 0.247
Biomass boiler and Board wide Energy Saving campaign 0.752 1.014
Replace rental of Clyde channels by outright purchase 0.250 0.507
Various initiatives ahead of National Shared Business Case 0.234 0.507
Other minor schemes 0.116 0.199

7.004 9.057
Finance
Rationalisation of team structure 0.350 0.350
Audit contracts renegotiations 0.025 0.025
Other minor schemes 0.125 0.125

0.500 0.500

HI&T
Review of eHealth Record Services 0.370 0.370
eHealth redesign of IT services 0.080 0.080
eHealth staff rationalisation 0.264 0.264
Others/Slippage 15/16 0.800 0.800

1.514 1.514
Human Resources
Dept Restructuring and rationalisation of posts 0.600 0.600

Public Health
changes to national vaccine programme 0.250 0.250
reductions in discretionary spend on professional fees 0.045 0.045
research commissioning 0.051 0.051
HI programme delivery and staffing reduction 0.486 0.486
Other minor schemes 0.114 0.114

0.946 0.946
Medical Director - Corporate
Various schemes TBC 0.700 0.700

Procurement
Commercial/gain share Review of top 50 suppliers 1.000 2.000
NSS/WoS  contract/tendering efficiencies 0.750 1.000
Scottish Govt Framework Contracts Temp Workers 0.250 0.250
Various schemes 0.150 0.150

2.150 3.400

Grand Total 13.414 16.717
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APPENDIX 4 – DETAILS OF PARTNERSHIP SAVINGS SCHEMES 

 

Partnerships CYE FYE
GREEN AND AMBER SCHEMES 16/17 £m 16/17 £m

Universal Childrens Services 0.900 0.900
Workforce Planning 3.200 3.200
MH Inpatient Services Redesign 0.600 0.600
Oral Health 0.500 0.500
Integration - realignment in ED 0.250 0.250
Mental Health Strategy 1.000 1.000
Adult Cont Care 1.300 1.300

 - Bundled funding (including A&D) 1.800 1.800

Grand Total 9.550 9.550
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APPENDIX 5 – DETAILS OF ACUTE SAVINGS SCHEMES 

Acute Budgets CYE FYE
GREEN AND AMBER SCHEMES 16/17 £m 16/17 £m

Workforce
Admin review and management costs 0.430 0.802
Nursing and AHP reviews 0.353 0.785
Junior Doctors review in W&C 0.100 0.325
Identification of long term vacancies 0.080 0.080
Radiotherapy staff review 0.080 0.080

1.043 2.072

Prescribing Targets across all Directorates 0.909 1.534

Service Redesign
Review GGH beds and 7 day wards 0.188 0.226
West MIU 0.310 0.414
Clyde Orthotics to in-house service 0.090 0.125
Diagnostics - Point of Care Testing, DCPB/Med
Illustration Review, Test Type Changes 0.150 0.250
Regional - Haematology, Rotational Physios Skill Mix, CIC 0.116 0.193
South Day Hospital 0.046 0.092
North - review of Psychology Service 0.025 0.050
North Sector Weight Management & Pain Service Reviews 0.000 0.145

0.925 1.495
Non-pay
Standardise/Rationalise 0.177 0.350
Procurement - all sectors 0.255 0.690
Diagnostics 0.087 0.115
Regional Services 0.048 0.061
Women & Childrens 0.400 0.800
HoP - system wide procurement review 0.500 1.900

1.467 3.916
Bed Model
Bed Model - beds identified re activity/occupancy 0.100 0.100
Regional Services Bed Model review of low occupancy 0.135 0.162

0.235 0.262

Productivity
Speciality Reviews 0.270 0.495
Others
Income opportunities
 - Womens and Childrens 0.150 0.300
 - Regional Services 0.130 0.130
 - Diagniostics 0.025 0.080
Westmarc Review 0.040 0.040
CRES gains 15/16 0.250 0.250
Protection Costs Recovery via Staff Turnover 0.075 0.150

0.670 0.950

Grand Total 5.519 10.724
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NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde

NHS BOARD MEETING

Director of Finance and Director of
Facilities and Capital Planning

June 2016

 
Capital Plan 2016/17 to 2018/19  

 
The Board is requested to consider the content of/and approve the Capital Plan 2016/17 to 
2018/19

Purpose of Paper:-  

The purpose of the paper is to present the Board’s Capital Plan for financial years 2016/17 to 
2018/19 for approval. Refer to Appendices 1 & 2. 

Key Issues to be considered:-  

The purpose of the paper is to set out how the Board plans to deploy the initial allocation of capital 
funds on individual schemes in 2016/17. In recognition that many of the 2016/17 schemes have 
spend profiles that continue into 2017/18, the Board is asked to approve the capital plan for 
2016/17 and 2017/18 and to note the indicative 2018/19 plan at the present time.  
 
Expenditure on all capital schemes will be monitored throughout the year and reported to the 
Capital Planning Group to ensure that a balanced capital position is maintained.  The Capital 
Planning Group is scheduled to meet on a bi-monthly basis throughout the forthcoming year in 
order to oversee the process of managing expenditure levels within available funds and ensuring 
that any new capital funds are approved in line with delegated authority levels. 
 
The Capital Plan 2016/17 to 2018/19 sets out the Board’s capital investment intentions across the 
Acute, Mental health, E health, Formula Allocation and HUB Schemes. 
 
The draft capital plan has been submitted to and approved by the Capital Planning Group (CPG). 
The plan submitted to the Board for approval has a few minor adjustments to the plan approved by 
the CPG. 
 
 
Any Patient Safety /Patient Experience Issues:- The core capital programme is aimed to improve  
the quality of the built environment which will lead to improvements to tangible and intangible 
benefits to the patient experience.  
 
The Formula Capital (minor works) will be invested in spend to save schemes (eg, installation of 
energy efficient LED lights), schemes that will also positively impact on the backlog maintenance 
position and condition improvement of the built environment. 
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Any Financial Implications from this Paper:-

Financing of the capital plan is predicated on the estimated capital receipts for land disposals being 
realised and Board members should be aware that any under achievement will require the cash 
flows note in the capital plan to be re forecast. The Director of Finance and the Director of Facilities 
and Capital Planning will monitor capital receipt forecasts and income generation with support from 
colleagues seconded from the Scottish Future’s Trust (SFT). 

Any Staffing Implications from this Paper:-  None.

Any Equality Implications from this Paper:- None.

Any Health Inequalities Implications from this Paper:- None

Has a Risk Assessment been carried out for this issue?  If yes, please detail the outcome:-  

No.  However,  Board members should be note that risk assessments will be carried out for 
individual projects noted in the capital plan during the procurement process. 

Highlight the Corporate Plan priorities to which your paper relates:-  

Improving Quality, Efficiency and Effectiveness

Author – Director of Finance and Director of Facilities and Capital Planning
Tel No – 0141 211 0270
Date – 21st June 2016
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APPENDIX 1
Capital Plan 2016/17 to 2018/19

Allocation Allocation
Indicative 
Allocation

 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/19
 £'000 £'000 £'000

Forecast Capital Resources £85,652 £65,364 £46,744

Expenditure

Gartnavel Hospitals Campus
OPD Transfer from WIG to GGH £0 tbc tbc
Refurbishment of Laboratory at GGH £400 £0 £0
GGH Theatres £0 £2,700 £1,300
Level 7 - GGH £1,010 £0 £0
Gartnavel Tower - Further Works £180 £0 £0
Relocation of Drumchapel Hospital to GGH (Level 8) £4,647 £0 £0
Ambulance Bay Works at GGH £693 £1,500 £0
Improvements to Regeneration Kitchen at GGH £2,780 £0 £0
Demolition of Shelley Court at GGH £400 £0 £0
Demolition of Modular Unit at GGH £50 £0 £0
Demolition of Water Tower at GGH £130 £0 £0
Development of Masterplan at GGH £200 £0 £0
Car Parking Provision at Gartnavel Hospitals £600 £0 £0

Total Gartnavel Hospitals Campus £11,090 £4,200 £1,300

Glasgow Dental Hospital
Dental Hospital Phased upgrade £1,364 £1,000 £500

Total Glasgow Dental Hospital £1,364 £1,000 £500

 
Glasgow Royal Infirmary
Demolition of Lister Building at GRI £480 £475 £0
GRI Upgrade Wards 12a and 12 £1,500 £0 £0
GRI Upgrade Wards 20 and 21 £0 £2,441 £0
Further Phase of GRI Ward Upgrade Programme £0 £0 £2,300

Total Glasgow Royal Infirmary £1,980 £2,916 £2,300
Inverclyde Royal Hospital
Infrastructure - IRH £400 £2,000 £1,500

Total Inverclyde Royal Hospital £400 £2,000 £1,500
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APPENDIX 1
Capital Plan 2016/17 to 2018/19

Allocation Allocation
Indicative 
Allocation

 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/19
 £'000 £'000 £'000

QEUH and RHC Campus
QEUH - Remaining Works, including S.75 Payments £10,736 £0 £0
Remaining Car Parking Provision £4,012 £0 £0
Demolition of SGH Buildings Post QEUH Migration & Landscaping £2,192 £0 £0
QEUH Enabling Works - HV/LV Cable £43 £0 £0
INS - Overcladding & Window Upgrade £1,947 £0 £0
INS Theatres Suite Redevelopment £300 £4,000 £2,600
INS Ward 62 Refurbishment £100 £2,300 £0
INS Infrastructure £2,520 £2,500 £3,000
INS/ Spinal Unit - Upgrade to Ground Floor Corridor £200 £0 £0
Neurology Entrance £100 £1,800 £0
Neurology Recladding £750 £750 £250
Neurology Link Bridge £150 £2,000 £0
AMB/ CMB - External Façade Upgrade £1,000 £0 £0
AMB/ CMB - Internal Refurbishment £0 £5,000 £2,000
NHSGGC Floor in ICE Building £6,038 £0 £0
Increase Capacity at Langlands Unit £1,600 £800 £0

Total QEUH and RHC Campus £31,688 £19,150 £7,850

Royal Alexandra Hospital
RAH - Refurbishments and Reconfiguration (Fees) £350 £0 £0
RAH - ITU £1,000 £3,200 £0
RAH Infrastructure £600 £0 £0

Total Royal Alexandra Hospital £1,950 £3,200 £0

Stobhill Hospital
Enabling Works for Stobhill site Rationalisation £264 £0 £0
Development of Rowanbank Clinic £500 £5,000 £2,500

Total Stobhill Hospital £764 £5,000 £2,500
 

Yorkhill Hospital
Interim Office Accommodation at Yorkhill £253 £0 £0
Relocation of CAMHS at Yorkhill £650 £0 £0

Total Yorkhill Hospital £903 £0 £0

Diagnostics
Radiotherapy Equipment Replacement £3,288 £5,681 £6,150
PET Scanner £0 £0 £2,671

Total Diagnostics £3,288 £5,681 £8,821
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APPENDIX 1
Capital Plan 2016/17 to 2018/19

Allocation Allocation
Indicative 
Allocation

 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/19
 £'000 £'000 £'000

Corporate 
Board Wide Formula Allocation for Works Schemes - covering } £12,312 £8,000 £10,000
 - Backlog Maintenance }
 - Health & Safety }
 - Service Developments }
 - HAI }
Laundry Equipment £1,800 £0 £0
Medical Equipment £5,084 £3,500 £5,000
Carbon Emissions (Purchase of Carbon Credits) £100 £100 £100
Energy Invest to Save Schemes £2,382 £0 £0
eHealth Relocation - Leasehold Improvements £220 £0 £0
Land Acquisition at Johnstone Hospital £55 £0 £0
Brand Street - Leasehold Improvements £200 £0 £0
Works in connection with Sandyford Services £0 £2,000 £0

Total Corporate £22,153 £13,600 £15,100

eHeath Schemes
eHealth Formula £2,250 £4,650 £2,000

TOTAL HI&T £2,250 £4,650 £2,000

Mental Health
Adult Mental Health Programme
Stobhill Ward 43 £1,662 £0 £0
Stobhill Ward 44 £1,659 £0 £0
Stobhill Broadford £46 £772 £0
Gartnavel Tate £1,848 £1,752 £0
Gartnavel Clyde (Design) £185 £0 £0

Total Mental Health £5,400 £2,524 £0

Investment in Hub Schemes
Enabling Costs re Hub Schemes (Land Acquisitions) £360 £0 £0
Invt of Subordinated Debt in respect of Potential Hub Schemes £304 £484 £0
Equipping requirements of Hub Schemes £1,392 £150 £1,549
Contribution to Hub Schemes £0 £0 £2,400

Total Investment in Hub Schemes £2,056 £634 £3,949

Total Spend £85,286 £64,555 £45,820

Net Slipage/(Acceleration)//(Over-commitment) /Unallocated  £366 £809 £924
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NHS GREATER GLASGOW AND CLYDE 
Developing GP Services: Engaging and listening 

Summary and next steps 
Message from Board Chief Executive and Partnership Chief Officers 

The services delivered by GPs and practice staff are the bedrock of the NHS.  We established the 
engagement process to understand the pressures facing GP services and to reach a shared view 
about what we could do to address those pressures. The engagement and listening exercise has 
enabled us to hear from GPs and other primary care and community staff through a range of 
individual and collective discussions across Greater Glasgow and Clyde. 

The actions outlined in this paper have been developed collaboratively and are our response to 
begin to address the issues which have been identified. We recognise that to sustain GP services, 
we must continue to work together to progress these actions – this will be done in partnership 
between the Health Board, our six Health and Social Care Partnerships and the Local Medical 
Committee.

We know there are real challenges to overcome but we have also heard a positive, consistent 
message that the endeavour to deliver high quality primary care services remains a compelling 
one for our GPs who continue to focus on the needs of patients. Levels of demand and workload 
pressures are now creating unsustainable pressures...........this programme is a commitment from 
us to focus real effort, energy and commitment to reduce those pressures.  

We know that this local programme of work will not in itself be enough to address the issues and 
we will continue to work at National level to ensure that the changes required in terms of 
investment and workload are reflected in the new national contract.  We will also continue to focus 
on ensuring our new Health and Social Care partnerships establish strong relationships with 
primary care.  

Robert Calderwood, Chief Executive, NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde 
David Williams, Chief Officer, Glasgow City HSCP 
David Leese, Chief Officer, Renfrewshire HSCP 
Julie Murray, Chief Officer, East Renfrewshire HSCP 
Keith Redpath, Chief Officer, West Dunbartonshire HSCP 
Karen Murray, Chief Officer, East Dunbartonshire HSCP 
Brian Moore, Chief Office, Inverclyde HSCP
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1. Proposed Next Steps

During 2015 we increasingly heard from GPs about the pressures they were facing and 
established an engagement and listening exercise to help us to understand those pressures 
and to shape how the Board and HSCPs could respond. 

This paper brings together the feedback from that work and sets out our work programme to 
respond to the issues which have been raised. The intention is to use the proposals in this 
paper to start to address the problems identified.  

We will also continue engagement so that we build programmes of change which visibly 
and effectively address the issues which GPs have raised. We want to ensure our GPs and 
the staff who are aligned to and work with practices can deliver the best care to our patients 
and that our GP services are secure for the future. 

The programme will operate at a number of levels:- 

 Within Partnerships, which are responsible for working with GPs and for the delivery 
of all local health and social care services;  

 Within the new clusters which are being established as part of the 2016/17 contract; 
 Between Partnerships and across the Heath Board are where issues relate to 

contracts and systems of working; 
 Between primary care and the Acute Services Division. 

1.2 Workload and demand: GP described major workload pressures and we propose action 
as follows:- 

 Implement the QoF changes and make similar changes to our local enhanced 
services to reduce bureaucracy to a minimum; 

 Across the Board, and in each HSCP, identify with GPs areas of inappropriate or 
unnecessary workload and the action required to enable that workload to be 
stopped or dealt with elsewhere in the system; 

 Identify care pathways where the GP function is as a gatekeeper not providing an 
appropriate clinical intervention and deliver alternative routes of access to these 
pathways;

 Invest in additional pharmacists to pilot ways to reduce GP workload; 
 Work at a national level to ensure that the further development of the new national 

contract reduces GP workload; 
 As HSCPs develop and deliver their plans to transform services to older people 

consider how a team approach can better deliver care; 
 Take stock of support to care homes and identify actions which would complement 

and support the GP role; 
 Review the potential to develop a patient engagement programme to reinforce the 

role of GPs and alternative services; 
 Through the PCTF test new ways of assessing those patients who on account of 

illness are unable to attend in person their local GP surgery; 
 Review the potential to provide support to GPs in dealing with complaints through 

HSCP teams; 
 Work with the LMC to identify any additional ways in which we could support 

practices.  
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1.3 Relationship with Secondary Care: there was a strong and consistent theme of real 
challenges in working effectively with secondary care:- 

 Through the existing interface group we will identify more comprehensive priority 
programmes of work which will make a real difference to GPs; 

 We will establish a review of how a number of agreed priority complex care 
pathways are coordinated and how this could be done more efficiently and 
appropriately; 

 We will ensure that the acute service change proposals which will be developed by 
HSCPs deliver positive benefits for GP services. 

1.4 Information Technology: a range of issues about HIT were identified:- 

 The Director of Health Information & Technology and a nominated Chief Officer will 
lead a short comprehensive review of the HIT available to GPs and how that links to 
other parts of the system to support efficient and informed patient flows. 

1.5 Access: there are major issues about how patients access GP services, with pathways 
often defaulting to GP consultations when these are not required:- 

 Each HSCP will work with GP practices in their area to develop pathways to ensure 
ready access to the most suitable healthcare professional and that the GP is not the 
routine default; 

 As part of our use of the PCTF we will establish work to test approaches to address 
this issue. 

1.6 Primary Care and Community Teams the clear message is that the way our wider 
community teams relate to GPs is a major issue:-

 Each HSCP will review the organisation and relationships between their employed 
staff and practices to develop proposals for improvement;

 As HSCPs develop they will explore how to deliver more productive and structured 
relationships between social care staff and systems and GP practices;

 We will establish a single system review to look at how our mental health services 
interface with GP practices and develop proposals for improvement;

1.7 In addition to these actions the rest of this section outlines how we will use the primary care 
transformation fund to support this work and the wider priorities which HSCPs will take 
forward in their planning which will impact on GPs.

1.8 Cluster and Practice Quality leads and the Primary Care Transformation Fund  

The development of C and PQL’s is a major opportunity to develop productive quality 
focussed working within and between practices and we want to ensure that we have 
proposed to Scottish Government that we have allocations as follows, to support the:-

 Development of cluster working with an allocation to each Partnership; 
 New Ways Programme in Inverclyde; 
 After clusters are established to develop with them transformation proposals for 

three areas:- 
- Chronic disease; 
- Acute interface with a focus on older people; 
- Home visiting. 
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1.9 Interface Priorities for HSCP Planning 

The themes set out below have been agreed with Chief Officers they cover areas where the 
effective planning and delivery of changes in services are critical to the delivery of our 
Clinical Services Strategy; to the intent that the establishment of HSCPs will transform care 
and to the requirement to reshape acute care into an affordable configuration which can 
meet demand:- 

Better management of older people and chronic disease in the 
community:- 
- Improving out of  hospital care and patient pathways including innovative 

support to GPs; 
- Improving systems and services to deliver early discharge; 
- Improving care in nursing homes; 
- Extended and integrating arrangements for domiciliary support; 
- Identifying developments which delivery the CSS joined up care system; 
- Reshaping out of hours services. 

Enabling acute care to be focused on patients with acute needs; 
- Action to enable patients to die at home; 
- Identifying care pathways which can be modified to reduce reliance on 

hospital services;  
- Delivery of the Paisley development programme outputs in each HSCP area 
- Shifting care from an unplanned to planned basis; 
- Further reducing delayed discharges. 

Changes to address service pressures and inefficiencies; 
- Identifying and addressing variation in use of diagnostics; 
- Identifying and addressing variation in the use of outpatient and inpatient 

services; 
- Reviewing a number of care pathways where there is potential for efficiency; 
- Transport 

Finally, this paper has focussed on the changes we can make through local action. The 
development of the new National contract is the major opportunity to address workload 
pressures, to recognise the impact of deprivation in the distribution of resources and to 
deliver real additional investment in primary care.  

We have derived from this engagement exercise a clear shared statement of what we think 
the new contract needs to deliver. 

2. Introduction and Background 

General Practice, with registered patient lists, everyone having access to a family doctor, 
delivering continuity of care, is one of the great strengths of the NHS. Our model of GP 
services brings together the management of illness and disease, increasingly complex, with 
continuity, empathy and humanity. GP services are the bedrock of the NHS delivering over 
90% of our patient contacts, skilfully assessing undifferentiated patient presentations and 
managing the care of the overwhelming majority of patients within their own practices. NHS 
Greater Glasgow and Clyde has over 240 practices with nearly 800 GPs and we spend 
£154 million on our GP services.  

In September 2015 we launched a programme to engage a wide range of interests in 
developing a direction for GP services in NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde. There were a 
number of different reasons for the timing of the engagement:-
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 We heard from GPs about the pressures they are experiencing in the level of 
demand, the complexity of the care they need to deliver; the challenges of 
responding to the needs of deprived patients; the growing number of patients with 
chronic diseases and an increasing elderly population; 

 As well as those general pressures, many of our practices are involved on the Deep 
End national group which brings together GPs from the most deprived practices in 
Scotland. This Group has worked to highlight the major issue of unmet needs for 
patients in deprived areas; 

 GPs also describe extensive inappropriate use of their time and skills with demands  
from a range of routes including in relation to social security benefits, acute hospital 
services and NHS 24, these pressures are in addition to the increasing demands for 
care from patients; 

 There are major challenges in recruiting and retaining GPs and attracting junior 
doctors into GP training; 

 These pressures on GP services are compounded by pressures elsewhere in the 
system including on our acute hospitals, on mental health services, on NHS 
community and social care services and on voluntary and community service 
organisations; 

 We have developed a clinical services strategy for the services which we deliver. 
The strategy relies on supporting and developing the services which GPs provide; 

 There is a Scotland wide process under way to develop a new, Scottish, contract for 
GP services...........we are the largest Health Board in Scotland and we want to work 
closely with the Government and with GPs to shape that new contract; 

 Our new health and social care partnerships need to establish close relationships 
with GP practices so that GPs have a central role in the Partnership’s 
responsibilities to plan and commission hospital services for their populations; 

 We need to look at the way our employed community staff work with GP practices; 
 New information systems enable us to take a fresh look at how GPs and hospital 

services share information about patients; 
 It is increasingly difficult to staff the current out of hours GP services; 
 In the current contract it is difficult for GP practices to work together although that 

may help them address some of these issues and work better with other NHS 
services. 

Part of the pressure of demand relates to the rising needs of our ageing population with 
increased chronic disease and the health issues created by deprivation. But it is also the 
case that patients often go to their GPs with issues which could be dealt with elsewhere and 
do not require skilled medical intervention. The open access nature of GP services, an 
important strength, means that GPs are a point of service for a wide range of demands. 
In setting out the engagement programme we described our thinking on the changes 
which need to happen in primary care:-

 More services organised around groups of GP practices, more resources for primary 
care and new models of primary care delivery;

 More investment in social care services to support people living in the community 
and in care homes;

 Concentration of specialist inpatients services accessed for the shortest possible 
periods of intervention;

 More people supported to die in the setting of their preference;
 Services which enable people to manage their own conditions;
 Specialist NHS medical and nursing skills supporting local and community based 

services, including care homes rather than focussing on hospitals;
 Care homes used more flexibly, providing better care and meeting higher levels of 

physical and mental frailty and need, with more input from specialist clinical services 
to support this change; 
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 Creating a reshaped workforce to deliver this strategic direction with, more staff in 
community settings and more care delivered by multi disciplinary teams.

The engagement exercise included:- 

 Discussions within each Partnership; 
 A widely publicised website aimed at GPs and their staff, at patients, at hospital staff 

and other staff working in the community; 
 Discussion in the Board’s Advisory Committees. 

The purpose of this paper is to summarise the responses we received and create a 
discussion about the way we will address the issues which have been identified. 

Since we ran the engagement there have been three significant national changes:- 

 The QoF has been dismantled, reducing the pressures of bureaucracy on GPs and 
creating the space to establish a new approach to quality in primary care; 

 That new approach includes practice quality leads and new clusters of GPs working 
together with a cluster quality lead; 

 A National Primary Care Transformation Fund has been established to develop and 
support new ways of working. 

In addition, of significance to our local position are:- 

 The Inverclyde test of change programme linked to the work to develop the new 
national contract; 

 Initiatives to support GP services, including providing link workers in Drumchapel, 
the Govan project and additional pharmacists to try to reduce workload. 

3. Issues from Responses 

We had a wide range of responses for GPs, practice staff, and patients. This section draws 
out the key themes and issues from the response we received. 

3.1 Workload and Demand: the most consistent and significant issue raised is the excessive 
burden of work carried by GPs, the impact of that on their working life’s, morale, 
commitment to continue in the profession and on the ability to attract and retain new GPs. 

 The pressures created by growing numbers of older people with complex chronic 
conditions, who need more time with GPs; 

 Patient expectations and demands, often inappropriately including for minor self 
limiting illnesses and demands for urgent access when that is not required. A major 
theme was the need to re educate patients and to stop unreasonable demand; 

 QoF and our local enhanced services creating unhelpful bureaucracy; 
 GPs being used as a gatekeeper for a wide range of other services and functions 

including health care but also access to benefits, sick notes and other state 
processes; 

 Acting as the only point of for coordination complex care; 
 Increasing demand for house calls; 
 Repeat prescriptions and medications management and underutilisation of the 

community pharmacy chronic medication service; 
 Pressures generated by nursing homes; 
 Services being deliver by GPs which could be delivered by others, examples 

included immunisation; 
 Opening hours should not be extended; 
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 GPs should have maximum list sizes and a clearly defined role; 
 Too much time on administrative work; 
 Complaints were repeatedly raised as a further source of pressure; 
 The need for longer appointments. 

3.2 Relationships with Secondary Care: there was a strong and consistent theme of real 
challenges in working effectively with secondary care, issues included:- 

 A feeling that workload is being transferred from secondary care without matching 
resources;

 Real challenges in working with secondary care, with positive examples of what 
works well, including direct access to consultants and wider forms of urgent care 
secondary care;

 IT and info flow not working well;
 Variation between specialties and consultants; 
 Direct contact should be norm and is key; 
 Workload shifting including phlebotomy, results coordination and dealing with DNAs; 
 Continuity in complex cases relies on the GP. 

Thoughts on how these points could be addressed included shared education, more 
outreach and better transfer of information. 

3.3 Working with Other Contractors: the exercise identified:- 

 The potential to extend and support the development of additional patient services 
and access to other contractors; 

 This would require clear systems of care, lines of accountability and information 
sharing. 

3.4 Information Technology: a range of issues about HIT were identified including:- 

 Sharing information with community health staff; 
 Links between other contractors and GPs; 
 Continuing issues with systems across GPs and acute. 

3.5 Workforce: a range of issues were raised:- 

 The age profile of current GPs and primary care staff creates serious risk of exodus; 
 Need more and different roles in practices, pharmacists most often mentioned; 
 Recurrent theme of other staff not working to the full potential, extent to which this 

reduces work they can take from GPs; 
 The projects in Glasgow with links workers and social care staff were highlighted as 

very positive for GPs; 
Lack of access to locums is a major issue.

3.6 Access: there are major issues about patients access GP services:- 

 there is no limit to demands on GPs or their responsibilities;  
as the easiest place to get a service the model of access to GP attracts work which 
could be dealt with elsewhere as many other services have barriers to entry.

3.7 Primary Care and Community Teams: the clear message is that the way our wider 
community teams relate to GPs is an issue.  
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 Where effective relationships and ways of working are described they generate 
highly positive experience and comment; but the reality is that there is a common 
theme from GPs and those wider staff, across a range of our teams, that the 
relationships and ways of working are not as effective as they could be; 

 There is a strong sense that as legitimate changes to the delivery of these wider 
services take place relationships with GPs have fractured; 

 There were particularly strong views about the value of access to social worker and 
social care services but the difficulties in establishing effective ways of working; 

 Mental health services were also repeatedly raised as highly positive when access 
and relationships worked but with real challenges in achieving that. Clear message 
that we need new models of team working. 

4 Conclusion

This paper has focussed on the areas and issues highlighted as in need of change, but it is 
also important to acknowledged consistent positive feedback about GP services:- 

 Continuity of care and lifelong relationships; 
 Universal coverage; 
 A focus in local communities; 
 The effectiveness of the gatekeeper role to wider health services; 
 A focus on wider health promotion and prevention; 
 Access is free and unimpeded; 
 Single point of contact for other services. 

A consistent message is that GPs still enjoy seeing patients, the core role is great, the 
levels of demand and workload pressures are not............The aim of the work programme 
outlined in this paper is to deliver change which will support GP practices by addressing 
pressures. 

Final version June 2016 
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Deliver effective and high quality health services, to act to improve the health 
of our population and to do everything we can to address the wider social 
determinants of health which cause health inequalities.” 

o
o
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The Role of Chief Social Work Officer

Guidance Issued by Scottish Ministers
pursuant to Section 5(1) of the Social Work 
(Scotland) Act 1968 

Revision of Guidance First Issued In 2009

Revised Version – July 2016

This guidance has been developed in partnership 
with local government and supported by COSLA
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INTRODUCTION  
 
1. The Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968 (the 1968 Act) requires local authorities 
to appoint a single Chief Social Work Officer (CSWO) for the purposes of listed 
social work functions.   

2. This document contains statutory guidance. It is issued to local authorities by 
Scottish Ministers under section 5 of the 1968 Act. The local authority must have 
regard to this guidance. It must follow both the letter and the spirit of the guidance.  It 
must not depart from the guidance without good reason. The Guidance replaces 
guidance previously issued in 2009.  
 

PURPOSE  

3. The guidance is for local authorities and will also be of use to bodies and 
partnerships to which local authorities have delegated social work functions.  Local 
authorities must have regard to this guidance when carrying out their functions under 
the 1968 Act. Recognising the democratic accountability which local authorities have 
in this area, clarity and consistency about the role and contribution of the CSWO are 
particularly important given the diversity of organisational structures and the range of 
organisations and partnerships with an interest and role in delivery of social work 
services.   

4.  This guidance summarises the minimum scope of the role of the CSWO.  It 
will assist elected members in ensuring that the role is delivered effectively and that 
the local authority derives maximum benefit from the effective functioning of the role. 
Effective delivery of and support for the role will assist local authorities to be assured 
that there is coherence and effective interfacing across all of their social work 
functions.  

5. The guidance is intended to: 
 

(a) support local authorities in effective discharge of responsibilities for 
which they are democratically accountable; 

  
(b) help local authorities maximise the role of the CSWO and the value 

of their professional advice – both strategically and professionally;  
 
(c) provide advice on how best to support the role so that the CSWO 

can be effective in their role both within the local authority and in 
regard to other entities, such as Community Planning Partnerships, 
whilst recognising that local authorities operate with different 
management and organisational structures and in different 
partnership landscapes; 

 
(d) assist Integration Joint Boards (IJBs) to understand the CSWO role 

in the context of integration of health and social care brought in 
through the Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014 (the 
2014 Act).  
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(e) be read alongside the wide range of guidance relevant to social work 
functions of local authorities and relevant guidance issued relating to 
the 2014 Act. 

 
(f) be sufficiently generic to remain relevant in the event of future 

management or organisational structural change. 
 

 
REQUIREMENT 
 
6. The requirement for every local authority to appoint a Chief Social Work 
Officer is set out in section 3 of the 1968 Act.  This requirement is for the purposes of 
the local authority functions under the 1968 Act and the enactments listed in section 
5(1B) of the Act. The role provides a strategic and professional leadership role in the 
delivery of social work services.  In addition there are certain functions conferred by 
legislation directly on the CSWO by name.  
 
7. The Scottish Office explicitly recognised that the need for the role was driven 
by “the particular responsibilities which fall on social work services in that they affect 
personal lives, individual rights and liberties to an extent that other local authority 
services do not.” (Circular: SWSG2/1995 May 1995) 
 
8.      The Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014 provides for the delegation 
of certain social work functions by a local authority to an integration authority.   The 
CSWO’s responsibilities in relation to local authority social work functions continue to 
apply to functions which are being delivered by other bodies under integration 
arrangements. However, the responsibility for appointing a CSWO cannot be delegated 
and must be exercised directly by the local authority itself.   

 
THE CHIEF SOCIAL WORK OFFICER ROLE 
 
Overview 
 
9. The CSWO role was established to ensure the provision of appropriate 
professional advice in the discharge of a local authority’s statutory functions as 
described in paragraph 6.  The role also has a place set out in integrated 
arrangements brought in through the 2014 Act.  As a matter of good practice it is 
expected that the CSWO will undertake the role across the full range of a local 
authority’s social work functions to provide a focus for professional leadership and 
governance in regard to these functions. 
 
10. The CSWO should assist local authorities and their partners in understanding 
the complexities and cross-cutting nature of social work service delivery – including 
in relation to particular issues such as corporate parenting, child protection, adult 
protection and the management of high risk offenders - and also the key role social 
work plays in contributing to the achievement of a wide range of national and local 
outcomes. The CSWO also has a contribution to make in supporting overall 
performance improvement and management of corporate risk.    
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11. It is for local authorities to determine the reporting and management 
structures that best meet their needs. Where the CSWO is not a full member of the 
senior management team or equivalent, elected members must satisfy themselves 
that the officer has appropriate access and influence at the most senior level and is 
supported to deliver the complex role described in this guidance.   
 
Competencies 
 
12. Scottish Ministers’ requirement is that the CSWO role will be held by a person 
who is qualified as a social worker and registered as such with the Scottish Social 
Services Council.  Local authorities will also want to require this as they will need to 
ensure that the CSWO: 

 can demonstrate extensive experience at a senior level of both operational 
and strategic management of social work and social care services and; 

 has the competence and confidence required to provide effective professional 
advice at all levels within the organisation and with the full range of partner 
organisations  

 receives effective induction to support them in full delivery of their role 
 
(NB At the time of writing, SI 1996/515, which sets out minimum qualifications for a 
CSWO is being reviewed with a view to amendment so that the social work degree is 
specifically included.) 
 
13.  Further information on the skills and competencies required of a CSWO is 
available in the Standard for Chief Social Work Officers (issued by the Scottish 
Social Services Council in July 2015) which underpins the  Level 11 Award for 
CSWOs which was launched in August 2015 as a further professional accredited 
qualification aimed at enhancing CSWO competence.   
 

  Scope  
 

14. The scope of the role relates to the functions outlined in paragraph 6 whether 
provided directly by the local authority; through delegation to another statutory body 
or in partnership with other agencies.  Where social work services and support are 
commissioned on behalf of the authority, including from the independent and 
voluntary sector, the CSWO has a responsibility to advise on the specification, 
quality and standards of the commissioned services and support.  The CSWO also 
has a role in providing professional advice and guidance to an Integration Joint 
Board or NHS Board to which social work functions have been formally delegated. 
 
Responsibility for values and standards 
 
15. The CSWO should: 
 

(a) promote values and standards of professional practice, including all 
relevant national Standards and Guidance, and ensure adherence 
with the Codes of Practice issued by the Scottish Social Services 
Council for social service employers.   
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(b) work with Human Resources (or equivalent function) and 
responsible senior managers to ensure that all social service 
workers practice in line with the SSSC’s Code of Practice and that 
all registered social service workers meet the requirements of the 
regulatory body; 

 
(c) establish a Practice Governance Group or link with relevant Clinical 

and Care Governance arrangements designed to support and 
advise managers in maintaining and developing high standards of 
practice and supervision in line with relevant guidance, including,  
for example, - the Practice Governance Framework: Responsibility 
and Accountability in Social Work Practice (SG 2011);  

 
(d) ensure that the values and standards of professional practice are 

communicated on a regular basis and adhered to and that local 
guidance is reviewed and updated periodically. 

 
16. The CSWO must be empowered and enabled to provide professional advice 
and contribute to decision-making in the local authority and health and social care 
partnership arrangements, raising issues of concern with the local authority Elected 
Members or Chief Executive, or the Chief Officer of the Integration Joint Board as 
appropriate (or the Chief Executive of a Health Board if appropriate in the context of 
a lead agency model), in regard to: 

 
(a) effective governance arrangements for the management of the 

complex balance of need, risk and civil liberties, in accordance with 
professional standards. 

 
(b) appropriate systems required to 1) promote continuous 

improvement  and  2)  identify and address weak and poor practice.   
 
(c) the development and monitoring of implementation of appropriate 

care governance arrangements; 
 

(d) approaches in place for learning from critical incidents, which could 
include through facilitation of local authority involvement in the work 
of Child Protection Committees,  Adult Support and Protection 
Committees and Offender Management Committees where that will 
result in the necessary learning within local authorities taking place;  

 
(e) requirements that only registered social workers undertake those 

functions reserved in legislation or are accountable for those 
functions described in guidance; 

 
(f) workforce planning and quality assurance, including safe 

recruitment practice, probation/mentoring arrangements, managing 
poor performance and promoting continuous learning and 
development for staff;  
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(g) continuous improvement, raising standards and evidence-informed 
good practice, including the development of person-centred 
services that are focussed on the needs of people who use services 
and support;  

 
(h) the provision and quality of practice learning experiences for social 

work students and effective workplace assessment arrangements, 
in accordance with the SSSC Code of Practice for Employers of 
Social Service Workers; 

 
Decision-Making  
 
17. There are a small number of areas of decision-making where legislation 
confers functions directly on the CSWO by name. These areas relate primarily to the 
curtailment of individual freedom and the protection of both individuals and the 
public.  Such decisions must be made either by the CSWO or by a professionally 
qualified social worker, at an appropriate level of seniority, to whom the responsibility 
has been formally delegated and set out within local authority arrangements. Even 
where responsibility has been delegated, the CSWO retains overall responsibility for 
ensuring quality and oversight of the decisions. These areas include:   
 
 deciding whether to implement a secure accommodation authorisation in relation 

 to a child (with the consent of a head of the secure accommodation), reviewing 
 such placements and removing a child from secure accommodation if 
 appropriate; 
 the transfer of a child subject to a Supervision Order in cases of urgent necessity; 
 acting as guardian to an adult with incapacity where the guardianship functions 

 relate to the personal welfare of the adult and no other suitable individual has 
 consented to be appointed; 
  decisions associated with the management of drug treatment and testing orders    
  carrying out functions as the appropriate authority in relation to a breach of a 

supervised release order, or to appoint someone to carry out these functions. 
  
18.  In addition to these specific areas where legislation confers functions on all 
CSWOs, there will be a much larger number of areas of decision-making which have 
been assigned by individual local authorities to Chief Social Work Officers reflecting 
“the particular responsibilities which fall on social work services in that they affect 
personal lives, individual rights and liberties to an extent that other local authority 
services do not” noted in paragraph 7.  These areas may include responsibilities 
assigned through guidance or other routes. For example: 

 the 2014 guidance on Multi Agency Public Protection Arrangements (MAPPA) 
makes explicit reference to the role of the CSWO in responsibility for joint 
arrangements, in co-operation with other authorities. 

 although mental health services are delegated to Integration Joint Boards, 
some of these functions require to be carried out by local authority officers 
with a social work qualification (Mental Health Officers). Local authorities will 
want to be reassured via the CSWO that these functions are discharged in 
accordance with professional standards and statutory requirements 
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It is for each local authority to make transparent which additional specific areas of 
responsibility in regard to their social work functions they have assigned to their 
CSWO 
 
Leadership  
 
19. The CSWO is responsible for providing professional leadership for social 
workers and staff in social work services.  The CSWO should: 
 

(a) support and contribute to evidence-informed decision making and 
practice – at professional and corporate level – by providing 
appropriate professional advice;    

 
(b) seek to enhance professional leadership and accountability 

throughout the organisation to support the quality of service and 
delivery; 

 
(c) support the delivery of social work’s contribution to achieving local 

and national outcomes; 
 

(d) promote partnership working across professions and all agencies to 
support the delivery of integrated services; 

 
(e) promote social work values across corporate agendas and partner 

agencies. 
 
The CSWO role in the context of partnerships and integration 
 
20. In the context of Health and Social Care Integration and the 2014 Act, the 
CSWO is required to be appointed as a non-voting member of the Integration Joint 
Board (IJB) (or, in lead agency models, the Integration Joint Monitoring Committee).  
Scottish Ministers are strongly of the view that the influence of high quality 
professional leaders in the integrated arrangements is central to the effectiveness of 
improving the quality of care locally and nationally.  

21. The CSWO also has a defined role in professional and clinical and care  
leadership and has a key role to play in Clinical and Care Governance systems 
which support the work of the Integration Joint Board, as set out in the partnership 
Integration Schemes and relevant guidance.   

22. The local authority should ensure that appropriate arrangements are in place 
to include the CSWO in relevant strategic and operational forums that provide direct 
access to the Chief Executive and elected members so that the CSWO is in an 
optimum position to support and advise them in regard to their social work function 
responsibilities in their partnership contexts.  
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Reporting  
 
23. The CSWO has a role in reporting to the local authority Chief Executive, 
elected members and IJBs – providing comment on issues which may identify risk to 
safety of vulnerable people or impact on the social work service and also on the 
findings of relevant service quality and performance reports, setting out: 
 

 implications for the local authority, for the IJB, for services, for people 
who use services and support and carers, for individual 
teams/members of staff/partners as appropriate; 

 implications for delivery of national and local outcomes; 
 proposals for remedial action; 
 means for sharing good practice and learning; 
 monitoring and reporting arrangements for identified improvement 

activity. 
 
24.  The CSWO should also produce and publish a summary annual report for 
local authorities and IJBs on the functions of the CSWO role and delivery of the local 
authority’s social work services functions (however these are organised or 
delivered).  A template for this report is available from by the Office of the Chief 
Social Work Adviser, Scottish Government.  
 
 
ACCESS, ACCOUNTABILITY AND REPORTING ARRANGEMENTS  
 
25. To discharge their role effectively, the CSWO will need: 
 

(a) direct access to people and information across the local authority, 
including the Chief Executive, elected members, managers and 
frontline practitioners and also in partner services, including in 
Health and Social Care Partnerships.  Specific arrangements will 
vary according to individual councils, but should be clearly 
articulated locally; 

 
(b) to be able to bring matters to the attention of the Chief Executive to 

ensure that professional standards and values are maintained; 
 

(c) to be visible and available to any social services worker and ensure 
the availability of robust professional advice and practice guidance; 

 
(d) to provide professional advice as required to senior managers 

across the authority and its partners in support of strategic and 
corporate agendas. 

 
 
26. Local authorities will need to agree: 

 
(a) how the CSWO is enabled to inform and influence corporate issues, 

such as managing risk, setting budget priorities and public service 
reform;  
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(b) the specific access arrangements for the CSWO to the Chief 

Executive and elected members;  
 

(c) the relationships, responsibilities and respective accountabilities of 
service managers and the CSWO;  

 
(d) a mechanism to include an independent, professional perspective 

to the appointment of the CSWO; 
 

(e) procedures for removal of a CSWO postholder, bearing in mind the 
need for continuity in the provision of  the CSWO functions, the 
value of independent professional advice and the arrangements for 
the appointment and removal of the local authority’s other proper 
officers; 

 
(f) clear and formal deputising arrangements (with similar skills and 
 experience available) to cover any period of absence by the CSWO 
 and appropriate delegation arrangements where scale of business 
 requires this.    

27. This document complements the wide set of guidance underpinning the delivery 
of safe, accountable and effective social work practice and high quality social 
services in Scotland.  
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